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Background and methodology

• The ICG conducts an annual survey amongst members to assist with profiling membership, 
understanding what people get out of their membership, what they are happy with and what could 
be enhanced / changed.

• The survey was conducted via e-mail invitations, to participate on-line.

• For the past few years the survey has remained identical for comparative purposes, with a few 
additional questions being added each time. However, as this had inevitably increased it’s length 
and the proportion participating had fallen off, the survey was re-designed back to a core 
questionnaire

• Although therefore, results are not directly comparable with previous years, where appropriate 
some comparisons have been made. Trend charts can be found in the Appendix.

• 326 ICG members were mailed an “invitation to participate”, and in total 229 responses were 
received (although some of these were partially completed), yielding a response rate of 70%

– The good response rate could be attributed to a short questionnaire to be completed, and also a couple of 
reminder e-mails sent out, using “real respondent” quotations to encourage others to participate.

• Participants were promised a copy of the summary, as an incentive to participate.

• This report covers the project in detail. A shorter version is available for circulation to participants. 
For open ended questions – the verbatims are reproduced rather than being coded up, simply
because they add a richness that can be lost via coding. Wherever a verbatim could possibly 
identify someone e.g.. “I live in Aylesbury”, “identification” words have been exchanged for XXX

• The data collection was conducted by Aurora, and the questionnaire design project management 
and reporting, by Susan Rogers
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Survey completion rates

Year Invitation to 

participate (raw 

nubers)

Replies

%

2008 326 70

2006 268 56

2005 194 70
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Summary of findings
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About ICG members (1)

• Membership of the ICG contributes something in the region of 7,500 years of market 
research experience to the industry

• On average, an ICG member has been working in market research for 24 years. 
The longest serving researcher has 49 years under his / her belt and the shortest 4 
years. 2 members have never worked in market research

• How many years have you been an independent consultant / small business?

– The average is 11 years, with the independent experience ranging from 1 to 37 
years

• There has been an increase in those with “limited company” status and a 
corresponding decline in “sole traders” – although the later still remains the highest 
group.

• There are no significant changes in the demographic profile of members over the 
past few years.

• Main reason for being an independent consultant – by quite a large margin – is the 
flexibility of being able to do work when you want to, or that it better suits lifestyle

• Members mostly work on their own but occasionally with others. Only 10% work 
totally alone. There has been an increase in the number of members who 
occasionally work with other members, and a corresponding decline in those who 
don’t work with other members.
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About ICG members (2)

• Roughly half work full time and half part time

• Regarding types of research – ad-hoc qual continues to dominate. However, 
there have been increases in the more “consultancy aspects” of our work (e.g. 
advising on research programmes, providing project management, general 
research consultancy)

• Over half are involved in international research

• New business predominantly comes from either word of mouth or “warm calling”.

• There has been a gradual increase in the amount of international research 
we’ve doing over the past few years. Increases have been seen in USA / 
Canada and Eastern Europe, and declines in the Far East and Central / South 
America

• The one notable trend with regards to the type of clients we work with, is the 
decline in working with advertising agencies, and also a decline in working with 
“non research professional’s”

• There is a decline in also being a member of the MRS.

• There is a continuing increase in the number of members with their own web 
sites, and an increase in those registering with Data Protection.

• The vast majority would be interested in a specific survey about “charges”
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About ICG membership

• The two main reasons for joining the ICG are to have access to a business 
network and the opportunity to discuss problems and experience with others.

• Interestingly about half join because they believe it will give them access to work 
opportunities, yet various verbatims throughout the study suggest that in reality 
this doesn’t happen as much as people expect or would like

• The “worth” of belonging to the ICG continues to show long term increases. 
Members highly rate being part of a network / community, having access to 
other similar professionals, and talking to people who are “on the same wave-
length”. Also members really help and advise each other – rather than treat each 
other as “competitors”. ICG is also perceived to be excellent value. Members 
also rave lyrically about the E group / message board.

• We are also thought to be lively, friendly and interesting, and not “too heavy” a 
group.

• The small minority who don’t find membership that worthwhile, mainly comment 
that it’s due to the lack of business leads they’ve had.

• Only 18% of members use the ICG logo – and then it’s mainly on web sites and 
sales literature
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About ICG events

• Of those participating in the survey, events are attended by around 10% on 
average, and the events were generally well received, being rated on average 
as 7.5 out of 10. This is broadly on a par with previous years.

• The main reason for not attending was being “too busy”. Other significant 
reasons for not attending were inconvenient locations, inconvenient dates, 
irrelevance of subject matters and the cost for out of London members getting to 
the city.

• About a third would not be interested in out of London event, and of those who 
could be interested – about half claim it would depend on the topic

• There were lots of suggestions for future events, including ESOMAR, a return of 
MRS conference “speed networking”, any networking type events, links with 
other organisations such as CIM, IOD, Chamber of Commerce etc.
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About Indie

• Out of the 4 issues of the new e-bulletin Indie, the average read is 2, and overall 

opinion is 6.6 out of 10 – which is below rating scores in previous years, and 

indeed the verbatims reveal that some members would like to revert to the old 

style.

• About one in five have not read any, the main reason being “too busy”, however 

there is also a sizeable minority who don’t like reading on-line material (having 

to click on links etc) and prefer paper (pdf) copies (or the “old style” Indie)

• Those who give it lower ratings claim that not all the content is relevant, it can be 

a bit boring, lay out not very interesting (a bit “dry”) and skims subject matters 

too superficially.

• It would also appear that with busy workloads / lifestyles, members file the 

notification e-mail “to be read later” – then just never find the time to do so.

• Suggestions for future Indies include:- having more case studies, reverting to 

paper copy (or at least pdf), jazz it up, more articles on new techniques, more 

use of colour, pictures and graphics
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About the web site

• The majority of members have visited the new web site – although relatively 

infrequently

• The majority have updated their profile and on average found it fairly easy to do. 

They have also updated their areas of expertise, however this was slightly less 

easy to do

• When reading the verbatims, it is interesting that many don’t get specific benefits 

from the web site – but like it all the same and find it useful as a reference site.

• Suggestions for enhancements include: ensuring it is optimised for search 

engines, making password access easier, and better signage to help find 

articles.
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About the ICG E-group

• The majority of members belong to the E-group, and it scores very highly on 

overall opinion (8.3)

• The main reasons it scores so highly are because of the volume of useful and 

practical information that flows through, the helpful advice, the instant access to 

others experience, the friendly informal nature of it and that it makes people feel 

part of a group / network / community

• There are some polarised views on the “less serious” content of the postings. 

Some really enjoy the banter, the light-hearted nature of some of the comments, 

and it gives a welcome relief from the more “serious stuff”. Others however feel 

that some of the requests are banal, many of the requests irrelevant (largely 

because of the bias towards qual) and don’t like the fun / banter / lighter side of 

it, and believe this trivialises it’s use.
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Food for thought
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Food for thought – in no particular order….(1)

• Membership

– Develop some case studies on when ICG members have worked together / 
cooperated on a client project, to encourage others to consider such an 
approach. Good for PR  (demonstrates to potential clients an added 
dimension of experience / expertise that can be gained by using an ICG 
member), also good for members who may not have thought of working in 
this way)

– With the increasing involvement in international research – are there any 
professional groups outside of the UK who we could link up with.

– Considering the number of people who refer to “value for money” in several 
of the verbatims – is there an opportunity to increase the fees? 

– There is clearly interest in a “Charges Survey”.

• Recommendation to invite all members to participate – again with the 
promise of a summary report – and not just those who said they were 
interested in the recent survey.

• SR happy to oversee it if required, however I would have to leave it 
until mid September – although this may not be a bad thing considering 
that many members have recently completed a survey for the ICG, and 
we don’t want them to lose interest.
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Food for thought – in no particular order….(2)

• Attracting new members

– When communicating the benefits of being an independent consultant, 

communicate more about the overall flexibility – as this is the key reason for 

being independent by quite a significant margin. This also sounds less 

“worthy” than talking about being able to offer quality and commitment to 

clients – who generally accept these as utility factors these days.

• Getting new biz

– People join to hopefully broaden their access to work opportunities – yet this 

doesn’t happen in reality. Perhaps there is an opportunity to tie up with a 

recruitment agency / outsourcing / freelance agency to increase success in 

this area? E.g.. Perdiem (set up by an ex Synectics person) is a new such 

agency, and it could be possible to have a symbiotic relationship with them. 

For example, they can source people faster, and with a greater degree of 

confidence in their ability to deliver, hence increasing their client 

satisfaction. ICG members increase their chances of finding more work.
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Food for thought – in no particular order…. (3)

• Non directly “research” related

– Possible opportunity for non research related training programmes, for 
example, with the rise in the number of limited companies, a session on 
“how to become limited” could be for those who are somewhat daunted by 
the amount of paperwork, rules and regulations

– Although not covered in this survey, a general belief is that “cold calling” for 
new business is not the most pleasurable of business activities. Considering 
the large proportion of members who gain new business through either 
word or mouth or “warm calling”, there could be an opportunity to run a 
seminar on “finding new business” to help new members build their 
confidence whilst starting up.

– With the range of professional services that we buy in (and frequent 
requests in the E-group for info) – perhaps a series of “fact sheets” could be 
developed? To either mail out to new members, or be available to download 
from the web site.
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Food for thought – in no particular order…. (4)

• PR

– Opportunity to use some of the  amazing statistics about sheer amount of 
experience within the group e.g. over 7,500 years of cumulative experience

– With the increase in general consultancy activities, again, this could provide 
interesting and useful case histories for potential clients, or to demonstrate 
that we are not “just” researchers.

• Indie

– The overall opinion score is below previous years and there are sufficient 
verbatims to recommend at least considering reverting to the old style – or 
at least a pdf format that can be downloaded to print off. (There is a danger 
that people “intend” to get around to reading an issue – park it in a folder 
somewhere …then just don’t look at it again

– Although there could be a factor of just “getting used” to reading material 
on-line, I believe the comments suggest that revisiting the design and 
content may be worthwhile.
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Food for thought – in no particular order…. (5)

• Web site

– Seems to be well received, however some verbatims concerning passwords 
and which sections are password protected, may mean that it would timely 
to send out an e-mail reminder to members of how to access which parts 
and what the web site covers. Also an assurance that it has been optimised 
for search engines.

• E-group

– Inevitably – some people love it (the majority) and some people hate it. 
There is a lot of criticism from those scoring it low about the trivial and 
irrelevant nature of some of the content, that there are just too many 
postings, and that the sheer volume of mail can irk and become frustrating.

– There are some suggestions  to run parallel groups with serious content in 
one and banter in the other. My perspective is leave it as it is. Those who 
complain about the volume of e-mails, being overwhelmed by the amount of 
chatter etc should either (a) sort out managing their e-mail or (b) opt out. 
With an overall opinion score of over 8, there are more fans than moaners!
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Detailed results
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About ICG members
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Profile (1)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

London

boroughs

Home

counties

Rest of

UK

Outside

of UK

Under 30 30 - 39 40 - 49 50 - 59 60+ Male Female

Base size: 226

Location Age Gender
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Profile (2)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Sole trader

Partnership

Limited company

Base size: 226
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Reasons why people enjoy being an independent / small 
business.  (Respondents ranked their top 3 reasons) – (1)

Base size: 229

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Flexibility to do my work when I want to/ it suits me

I am able to give a high level of commitment to the

client

I can be confident that the work will be of high quality

Don't have to report to a boss

Don't have to get involved in non-work-related

activities(e.g. board meetings, committees)

I can apply my specialist expertise across a range of

clientsinstead of being confined to a single employer
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Reasons why people enjoy being an independent / small 
business.  (Respondents ranked their top 3 reasons) – (2)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

It leaves me free to do

other things

I can choose my hours

of work in the day

I can choose what I

work on

I can do things my way

Don't have to have

staff reporting to me

I can choose how

many days I work

Other benefits (please

specify)

Total

Base size: 229
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Reasons why people enjoy being an independent / small 
business.  Top reason.

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Flexibility to do my work when I want to/ it suits me

I am able to give a high level of commitment to the client

I can be confident that the work will be of high quality

It leaves me free to do other things

I can choose what I work on

Don't have to report to a boss

I can apply my specialist expertise across a range of clients

instead of being confined to a single employer

Total

Base size: 229
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Reasons why people enjoy being an independent / 
small business.  “Other” reasons.

• Better financial reward

• Can live in XXX whilst earning a London salary,avoiding corporate politics, no 
male-dominated power structure 

• Can work from home

• Compatible with motherhood

• Direct relationship between time spent working and income

• Enjoy running my own business, the challenges and opportunities that this 
brings

• Fits in well with family

• Flexibility of working from home

• Higher earnings

• Home working

• I can live in the glorious XXX countryside!

• I can work from home

• I can work from home and have greater flexibility

• I live/die by my own decisions

• No politics (3)

• Set my goals and objectives

• Taking the summer off
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Are you a sole trader, partnership or limited 
company?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Sole trader

Partnership

Limited

company

Total

Base size: 226
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Modus operandi

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Always work on my own

Mostly on my own but sometimes

with others

Equal split between own and with

others

Mostly with others but sometimes

alone

Always work  with others

Base size: 226
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Whether work with other ICG members

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

I regularly work with other ICG

members

I occasionally work with other ICG

members

I don't work with ICG members but I

recommend them

I never work with other ICG

members

Base size: 224
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Hours worked?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Full-time (35 or more hours a week)

Part-time (20-34 hours a week)

Part-time (10-19 hours a week)

Part time (under 10 hours a week)

Base size: 224
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Type of work? (1)

• The majority (not surprisingly) work in market research (83%).

• The others…..

– Academic

– Admin

– Admin/accounts

– Administrator of the Stephen Sondheim society

– Artist

– B. And b., Hol. Villa maint., Beer co. Marketing

– Bid writing

– Brand consultancy

– Business analysis

– Business development, mentoring

– Business info.

– Business strategy

– Business support (2)

– Chair of board of trustees for charity, Rotarian organiser of various 
activities to raise money for charities, photography

– Coaching (2)

– Communication training and charity work

– Communications (mainly broadcasting) consultancy
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Type of work? (2)

• Consultancy (10)

• Consultancy, training

• Consultancy/advice/planning

• Creative thought, copy writing, client contact, admin

• Creativity/brainstorming workshops

• Data analysis

• Data collection and analysis

• Database development, DM, business research, economic analysis

• Databases

• Economic analysis, business strategy, organisational development

• Education consultancy

• Fundraising consultant

• General biz consultancy

• Helping husband in his business consultancy

• House & family stuff

• HR consulting

• Husband's business

• Insight consultancy

• It
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Type of work? (3)

• Key worker

• Magistrate sittings

• Management/marketing consulting

• Market insight

• Marketing (8)

• Marketing consultancy / training

• Marketing project management, teaching tai chi

• Marketing/admin

• Marketing/strategy

• Maths tuition

• Miscellaneous

• Mkt/admin for client + voluntary work

• Network marketing 

• New business development and appointment generation

• Other analysis / teaching

• Planning /  Planning consultancy (2)

• Planning consultancy, marketing communications strategy, new media , 
channel planning

• Private matters
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Type of work? (4)

• Proofreading/editing

• Psychotherapy

• Public consultation

• Sales,marketing

• Sensory testing

• Social/public sector research

• Strategic consultancy / planning (97)

• Teaching / training (5)

• Translation/interpreting & intercultural training/consultancy

• Various, consultancy roles mainly in management training

• Writing

• Academic & evaluation

• Business consulting

• Co secretary for my husband 

• Consultancy  & writing

• Marketing consultancy

• Non-mr

• Non-mr  statistics

• Voluntary work
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Types of market research? (1)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Carry out ad hoc qualitative projects

Provide other part project services (interviewing,

moderating, report writing)

Design/advise on research programmes as a whole

Provide project management

Provide consultancy on other specific aspects of research

Carry out ad hoc quantitative projects

Carry out desk research

At all Main

Base size: 218
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Types of market research? (2)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Provide training services

Interim management

Design ad hoc projects but don’t personally carry them out

Lecture/ teach

Provide data processing services

Provide field services

Provide modelling/ statistical services

At all Main

Base size: 218
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International market research?

Base size: 123

Carried out qualitative research, with locals doing the moderating 36%

Provided project management 32%

Carried out qualitative research, doing moderating myself 31%

Provided other part project services (interviewing, moderating, report writing) 31%

Carried out desk research 21%

Designed/advised on research programmes as a whole 21%

Provided consultancy on other specific aspects of research 17%

Carried out quantitative research, through UK agency 14%

Carried out quantitative research, through local agency 14%

Summarised previous research 14%

Carried out quantitative research, myself 10%

Designed ad hoc projects but don't personally carry them out 10%

Provided modelling/ statistical services 8%

Provided field services 6%

Provided data processing services 6%

Other (please specify) 6%

Interim management 5%

Lectured/ taught 4%

Provided training services 2%

56% of ICG members have participated in international research, 
and of these……
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International market research - coverage?

Base size: 123

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Other Western Europe

USA/ Canada

Eastern Europe

Far East

Central or South America

Middle East

Republic of Ireland

Australia/ New Zealand

Africa
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Design agencies

Independents

Network groups

Other consultants incl ICG members

Pension and hedge funds

Radio and TV stations

Research publishers

University

Who do we work for / with? (1)

Base size: 220

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Research agencies

Advertising agencies

Management/ marketing consultancies

Other "intermediary" clients

End clients - commercial

End clients - government/ public sector/ non-commercial

Other (please specify)
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And are they research professionals? (2)

Base size: 220

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Yes, usually research

professionals

Some are/ some are

not

No, not usually

research

professionals
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Where does new work come from?

Base size: 191 – all with work from new clients

On average, three quarters of our work comes from existing clients 
and a quarter from new clients, and we find this business……

%

Word of mouth 60

Warm calling/ keeping in touch/old contacts 43

Other recommendation 29

Recommendation by ICG member 28

Networking at conferences/ seminars I have attended 18

Other networking 14

My own web site 14

Egroup work opportunity/ request for co-operation 14

Cold calling myself 13

Entry in other directory 9

ICG website 7

Entry in ICG Directory 6

Response to article(s) I've written/ talk(s) I've given 4

ICG stand at Insight 4

Other website 4

Response to mailshot 3

Cold calling using telemarketing agency 2

ICG presence at MRS Conference 0
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Services that we “buy in”?

Accountancy 62 %

Qualitative recruitment - groups or depths 53 %

Venue hire for group discussions 47 %

(Business) Insurance 32 %

Tape transcription 32 %

Data processing 31 %

Fieldwork for quantitative surveys 28 %

IT 27 %

Online quantitative 24 %

Website design 17 %

Stationery design 14 %

Omnibus 14 %

Secretarial 13 %

Statistical services 9 %

Full service qualitative 8 %

Clerical 8 %

Video editing 8 %

Venue hire for other reasons 7 %

Full service quantitative 6 %

Online qualitative 5 %

Legal 4 %

ICG specifics 4 %
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Insurances held

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Professional Indemnity

Public/ General Liability

Professional Expenses for Tax Investigations

(VAT, PAYE etc)

Employer's Liability

Other

None of these

Base size: 211
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Entry into directories

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

ICG Website

ICG hard copy directory

The Research Buyer's Guide (hard copy)

AQR Directory

The Research Buyer's Guide (web site)

Esomar Directory

BIG Guide

MrWeb

Other directory

Other web site

None/ Don't know

Base size: 211
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Other

• 91% are interested in participating in a charges survey

– Recommendation is therefore that it is sent to all members 

(regardless of whether they completed this current survey)

– SR happy to oversee it if required, however I would have to leave it 

until mid September – although this may not be a bad thing 

considering that many members have recently completed a survey 

for the ICG, and we don’t want them to lose interest.

• Three quarters of ICG members are also a member of the MRS, 
however only 9% are members of the Company Partners 
scheme

• Almost two thirds (62%) of members have their own web site

• A third (34%) are registered with Data Protection
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About ICG membership
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ICG membership (1)
When first joined ICG?

Total %

2008 4

2007 15

2006 20

2005 13

2004 11

2003 8

2002 5

Before 2002 26
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ICG membership (2)
Reasons for belonging to the ICG?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Access to a business network

The opportunity to discuss problems and experiences with others

Providing me with a sense of community

Help in keeping me up to date with developments in research

Access to work opportunities

Help in feeling less isolated

The opportunity to share projects with others

Help in getting information on business management matters

Help in giving credibility to my independent status

Access to a social network

Total
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ICG membership (3)
“Worth” of belonging to the ICG?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Very worthwhile

Fairly worthwhile

Not very worthwhile

Not at all worthwhile

Total
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “Very worthwhile” (1)

• A  huge sense of lots of likeminded and knowledgeable people out there in one community

• "Access to a huge amount of information that is just not available if you are on your own/in a 
small business.

• Help and advice from others in the industry is hugely valuable."

• Access to a network of experienced people through the e-group and meetings, who i can 
contact / ask for help when needed. Opportunity to learn & keep up with what's new in 
research. General atmosphere at ICG of helping and professionalism

• Access to other "expert" opinions at any time makes it good value for money alone.  Also 
nice to know lots of others out there in the same boat as me!

• Access to suppliers with expertise but who share my independent status hence on same 
wave-length

• All of the above really - its great to know you have a 'network' of fellow professionals at yr 
fingertips/end of a line. But do try not to get drawn into a lot of the on-going chat - bec it cld 
take up a lot of the day!

• All previously listed - in particular access to source of information and advice on technical mr 
questions as well as practical business issues

• An excellent group. A great source of help and information. Friendly people with a real 
sense of community.

• As an independent it's very easy to feel out of the loop, particularly when not based in 
London. ICG provides an opportunity to keep up to date with developments and to be part of 
a social community
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “Very worthwhile” (2)

• Because I have learned so much, valued people's comments, laughed out loud at some and 
created a valuable database of recruiters from people's suggestions.

• Because it does keep me up to date and provides the framework to discuss problems.  
Additionally the conversations about charges for various things is reassuring.

• "Because it is the only organisation (unlike the aqr and mrs) where i feel really involved as a 
real person, and that has organised such great events for such brilliant value, and where i 
often work with other members _ i never realised that we would become each other's clients!

• I also love the unique combination of total professionalism and informality / real and genuine 
friendliness/ mutual support

• It is the no.1 marketing research group!"

• Because it offers all the aforesaid benefits

• Because its value for money

• Because of all the benefits - these are the same as the reasons i ticked in last but one 
question.

• Because of networking, work opportunities and having a specified professional status

• Benefits from membership have been very worthwhile

• Delivers what I wanted - a sense of community and a forum of people in a similar situation. 

• E network is excellent.  Feel that if I had a question on research or running a business, then 
someone in ICG would have a useful perspective

• E-group is INVALUABLE source of all the above - instant expertise + social contact

• Every single time I post a question I get a reply with relevant information and I hope I do the 
same
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “Very worthwhile” (3)

• Excellent forum for sharing info

• "Exchange of information and ideas beneficial to self and other consultants

• Possible work opportunities

• Meeting other members"

• Feel part of a network and an area of expertise if I ever need it

• Feeling connected is very valuable, although i am sometimes irritated by some of the 
postings on the e-group.  And there have been some situations when the ICG has been a 
lifeline - a source of information and support that has been invaluable.  Filling in gaps in my 
knowledge, and/or helping me to realise/remember that i know more than I thought.

• For all the benefits previously listed. The networking, business and information benefits are 
tangible.

• For all the reasons given in the earlier question, but particularly for the opportunity to access 
a broad range of opinion and advice on matters ranging from technical mr issues to practical 
business management issues.

• For all the reasons ticked earlier, specifically work opportunities, possible work partners and 
information sharing

• For reasons elicited in previous questions

• Found ICG by accident. Was looking at how MRS could compliment my CIM membership. 
Very surprised as to how relevant it is to what I'm doing. What a find!

• Fulfils the expectations outlined in previous question - apart from work opportunities; These 
exist but not as many as there could/should be

• "Good networking - a friendly bunch
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “Very worthwhile” (4)

• Practical help - members really like to help others

• Good value"

• Good to have interaction

• "Good value esp. Cf other fees for prof organisations.

• Most relevant to my own individual needs"

• Good value for £50/year - esp. Cf other professional organisations I belong to - and those I 
can no longer justify

• Good value, nice people, mutually supportive

• Got some work from it, get useful how-tos and it's sociable.

• Great access to colleagues for joint projects, as well as advice on matters both research and 
business related

• Great access to great minds...Speed of access and quality of response is mostly very high

• Great source of information on research support (e.G. Field contacts), research innovation, 
business management practice. Affordable professional development opportunities. 

• "Great support and work opportunities.

• Like minded people."

• Has solved several problems very quickly, e.G. Finding a supplier with a particular expertise

• Have gained several projects from ICG members

• Have had business leads and projects from it, have learned a lot from the e group especially 
on research techniques and keeping up to date with research advances - especially 
technology related e.g. online qual.   
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “Very worthwhile” (5)

• I enjoy being part of a group even although i find it hard to attend meetings i enjoy the on 
line discussions and issues raised 

• I enjoy being part of something bigger. Even though the email discussions take time to read 
and absorb, I enjoy them, even if they are not directly relevant to me. I feel I am always 
learning more. I would miss ICG if it wasn't there.

• I feel i get back more than i give as the access to people's knowledge and contacts are 
invaluable the ICG is great VFM and members provide lots of help too

• I feel in touch with the world rather than isolated - especially since I live outside the UK

• I feel part of a community, I gain credibility and I also gained projects through ICG events

• I find the email group in particular on its own worth the membership fee as I have had 
speedily responses to any requests I have made but also keeping informed of issues that 
may affect me at some point. All other aspects of membership are a bonus

• I have found work opportunities through ICG, received valuable advice and picked up useful 
information about software, business and similar issues. 

• I have had business opportunities that i otherwise would not have had without ICG.  I like 
the virtual relationships that can grow and find the ability to ask questions and receive 
umpteen replies to be very helpful

• I have met and worked with people who I would otherwise not have met. It enabled me to 
offer  wider expertise and experience in areas I am less familiar with.

• I just like being able to learn little things from co-members - both mr related as well as 
others.  I have yet to work with another icger though.

• I love the daily chat and sharing contacts experience, ideas etc
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “Very worthwhile” (6)

• I met fellow professionals who share the same work/ethical values than myself and this have 
translated in an increase of my business (without the need of having a permanent staff) and 
a better service to my clients as i have been able to refer my clients to other professionals 
that were more suited to attend their needs than myself. 

• I think the membership fee represents good VFM, and I've always found other icgers very 
helpful

• "ICG is the best value of any professional organisation that I'm a member of. I'm in 
ESOMAR and  the MRS and I annually question the value of these but not the ICG.

• The ICG members are more involved in the organisation."

• In first year, got three actual contracts of work, also got in touch/helped start ICG XXX 
"branch"

• Informative, supportive, entertaining

• Interesting to know that people have similar probs and feelings over probs to myself. 
Although i have not asked many questions it is great to feel that one can do so. Nice to feel 
that just occasionally can supply some info for others. I am however a very small player in a 
big pond of wiz kids

• It delivers everything I expect

• It feels like you work in a larger organisation with common ends. I guess its the isolation 
factor of being independent.

• It gave me some really good studies to be involved in.

• It has all the benefits of working with others without the disadvantages.

• It is always there is needed
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “Very worthwhile” (7)

• It is cheap, the meetings are useful and the e-group provides ideas and contacts

• It is good value for money

• It is not expensive.  The potential support is extremely good; The information to be gleaned 
from reading the e-group e-mails alone is worth many times the subscription + there is often 
some humour to be enjoyed.

• It doesn't cost much and the daily digest emails are a fun read

• It pays for itself

• It provides me with a network of colleagues

• It provides opportunities for dialogue with people who are in a similar situation.  Several 
actual, and other potential, work opportunities have arisen as a result of my membership of 
ICG.  

• It's a valuable business network where one can share projects and business information 
with other ICG members.

• It's actually a better resource than a large agency, and a bunch of broadly like-minded 
people

• It's an eclectic mix of issues/topics - i like it that way.  I have never needed to ask a 
question, and been too late to offer an answer, but it's a useful source/reminder of why i like 
doing research the way I have chosen to do (freelance more than having direct clients)  

• "it's an invaluable source of information - virtually no matter what you need, someone in the 
ICG will have the answer.

• And a bit of light relief sometimes from the working day."
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “Very worthwhile” (8)

• Its great to feel part of a bigger picture and to feel you have support should you need it in 
whatever respect.

• It's like having a lot of the benefits of being part of a large organisation without any of the 
hassle

• It's the best thing I have ever joined.  It gives me contact with clever, knowledgeable 
researchers, expert help when it is needed, and endless hours of amusement.  Well worth 
having my inbox frequently clogged up!

• Keeping in touch with other professional market researchers

• Keeps me in touch 

• Living in XXX, it's great to feel there are other 'colleagues' on hand for advice/bouncing 
ideas.  I firmly believe that two heads are better than one and miss the creativity that comes 
from working with a team. The ICG helps fill that gap.   

• Lots of interaction with members via egroup.  Good networking opportunities. Good new 
business enquiries.

• Love the e-group. I don't often participate but it's full of useful information and nice to know 
there are lots of others like me out there!

• Love the message board. Have got lots of advice, some new work and lots of laughs from it

• Mainly the sense of community; But I have also been recommended for work by an ICG 
member.

• Message board, other people's expertise accessible when needed and also widens 
horizons, realise what skills you actually have that assumed others have and apparently 
haven't-boosts morale. Focus,sense of pride, reference point for clients.
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “Very worthwhile” (9)

• Met lots of like minded people. Shared some projects. Won some work because  of 
contacts.

• My first 12 months have been really good, giving me good contacts but also several actual 
work contracts. Have helped to initiate “XXX branch" meetings which has been fun, 
strengthening and could lead to opps.

• New business generated has covered my membership fee many times over.

• Not expensive and lots of interaction & information from other members via e-group

• People are very willing to take the time to solve members' queries and problems in the 
context of the e-group, and the collective knowledge of the group is a great support.  I 
definitely feel a sense of community there, although I would not go so far as to describe it as 
a social network.  I like the fact that over time, the personalities and characteristics of the 
members emerge in their contributions, and they become like virtual colleagues.  I have not 
yet had an actual work opportunity come through the group, but that is partly due to timing 
and I will continue to keep my eye out for opportunities in future.

• Primarily, ICG gives me a sense of community in addition to the smaller communities of my 
various clients. ICG is a community of like-minded people.

• Sense of community and potential work opportunities

• Sense of community, some genuine work opportunities helping others which have been fun 
to do, then help from others on my projects. Lots of support and info from the e-group, good 
events, enjoyed (and got business from) the ICG stand in Nov.. And above all, a group of 
really nice people.
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “Very worthwhile” (10)

• Shared network; Other agencies to be involved as partners in projects/areas i have less 
expertise

• Since the e-group I feel much more as part of a community. I have had business as well as 
social benefits from the ICG

• Since the e-group the ICG has become much more useful. Someone out there has the 
answer to almost every question. I have had work benefits, but the social side is also very 
important. It feels like being in a big company, but without the politics.

• Support and advice network, resources

• The ease of access to 'recommendations' from a trusted source that understands the nature 
of my business beyond research matters & into general business & IT areas

• The egroup advice is invaluable

• The e-group is a fantastic resource. The ICG 'offer' is increasingly relevant to clients. It 
provides business opportunities both individually and with other members. It's very good 
value for money

• The egroup is a great way to fill in gaps in my knowledge quickly and to find others who can 
help me when needed.

• The forum has been particularly useful as a resource for information

• "The forum is a fantastic resource - answers questions/ stops us having to reinvent the 
wheel.  Very supportive. 

• Access to other specialists i can write into a proposal"

• The group members are very supportive and ready to help with any information that is 
requested.We have gained business from being part of the group and made some good 
friends along the way
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “Very worthwhile” (11)

• The ICG e forum is great for sharing views and gaining advice, in fact everything!

• The network is invaluable, no other business network that i belong to gives you that.

• The newsgroup is very useful for keeping in touch.

• The resource and expertise available engenders a sense of confidence, even if it's never 
used and the 'community' is always good for some light relief.

• The sense of community and the support / advice is second to none

• "The thing I value above all else is the online forum - its brilliant

• Also enjoy the meetings but being out of London difficult to attend"

• There is no other research group like it.  It gives support and represents excellent value for 
money.

• To give access to a library of expertise

• Trying not to repeat previous replies id say it is like belonging to a company without having 
all the management hassle - all the good bits and no bad bits

• What a find. Was looking at how MRS could enhance my CIM status but this appears to 
offer much more.

• "With ICG, i am plugged into a thriving community of like-minded people

• - With whom I feel part of a community of interest

• - Who can help / guide / inform me

• - ICG membership is not expensive and is (with all the activities and egroup) very good 
value

• - Is run by busy people who give generous service

• - Keeps me reasonably up-to-date with lots of things, from latest business argot to handheld
camcorders
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “fairly worthwhile” (1)

• Early days yet but seem to be developing a good network

• As yet haven't seen direct benefits from membership

• Clients do actually refer to the on-line directory so it's very useful having an entry.  The e-
group can be useful/informative.

• Could be more quant researchers

• Daily digest provides a lot of useful info - also helps you feel less isolated

• Difficult to get very involved - meetings tend to be inconvenient to attend.

• Difficult to specify - i think that at one level there is a great network of support and expertise; 
On another we all remain independent. Like anything it is what people put in and the efforts 
of a few ICG members have certainly improved the ICG profile and created a community, 
albeit covering a broad church of interests.  

• E-group has enhanced all the reasons i joined

• Fortunately, since I became a member I have been busy most of the time and have not as 
yet had the opportunity/need to pursue reasons with the group for which I joined.  However, 
I was a member of the group many years ago in its former format and did find it very useful 
in these respects when I was starting out

• "Get work from it. 

• Keeps me in touch with current developments.

• Replaces mrs membership in giving me professional credibility."

• Gives access to recommendations when required

• Has been extremely useful at times; Would be even more useful if wasn't so market 
research focused (I am an independent academic)- the general 'chat' might be more 
relevant
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “fairly worthwhile” (2)

• Has been helpful on occasions in finding work

• Haven't made full use of the facilities - e.G. The discussion group, talks, etc. Yet, but will do 
in future!

• Helpful advise from egroup - plus a bit of light relief.  For me it's just 'fairly' at the moment as 
I've been too busy (or badly organised!) To attend the meetings lately.  In the past these 
have been well worth while.

• I am effectively retired

• I am semi-retired now so do not have the same need for business networking that I might 
have done otherwise.

• I don't consider myself a market research specialist: more of a user / interpreter of research.  
My speciality is more inclined towards business research and intelligence.

• I enjoy hearing others views and i like the mix within the ICG, but i am more involved with 
the aqr - probably for historical reasons

• I enjoy the social networking and like to feel that I keep up-to-date with current trends, 
issues and tools in the market research world.  Also it is nice to feel that there is a pool of 
potential support if I should need it - and possibly also a source of new business.

• I enjoy 'watching' the conversations etc online but don't often feel the need to participate.  I 
don't often get to events either.  But its great to know its there.

• I find some of the conversations of interest but others can become tedious. I have gleaned 
info on equipment e.g., digital recorders, contracts, payments. I have responded to some 
emails but, for some reason, I cannot view my response so not sure if worked - though 
others tell me they've seen them.  This can be a deterrent and I must sort this out. 
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “fairly worthwhile” (3)

• I find the ICG invaluable in informing me of developments in market research, and as a 
source of tips on managing my business, but it provides few business leads in my specialist 
area of work

• "I have not had much work through ICG which was a main reason for me joining.

• But, i have had great benefit from the discussions which have taken place between 
consultants and often refer back to discussion threads.

• Also, it is also nice to know others at tip tapping away at home like me"

• I have participated in a couple of activities which while enjoyable were not particularly 
fruitful. I have picked up a couple of clients through being in the directory

• I have worked with several independents to deliver projects so I have a little network.

• "I haven't used the services available much as yet.

• I tend not to share jobs (although this is not a 'policy')."

• I want to stay in contact with market research.  Most ICG members are potential clients for 
me.

• I was hoping for more in the way of work leads ... one or two appropriate ones come through 
now and again, but they always seem to be snapped up immediately by other parties

• "ICG does very little for those based outside London, so little value there

• However occasionally, in amongst the misc chat on the e-group, there is useful info 
exchanged - e.g., recommending a recruiter. That probably justifies the low membership fee 
on its own.

• Insight show stand has been useful, but already have alternative access to network of 
freelancers
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “fairly worthwhile” (4)

• It extends my list of contacts and it puts me in another directory

• It gives you the chance to be part of an ongoing dialogue with other research practitioners, 
as well as offering access to discussions, talks and meetings. 

• It has been more of a social network, i have not experienced the benefit of winning work 
through ICG and sadly can't make many of the social events in London

• It has given me the opportunity to get to know other  members. I have won one project 
through the network.

• It is interesting and useful to read others questions and answers,to contribute where 
necessary,   but when i have asked a question i have not always received an answer.

• It is more worthwhile as a source of recruitment than as a source of business.

• It's a fairly lively, interesting group. Not too heavy.

• Its a useful source for help and advice when needed

• It's good to know there are others out there working in a similar way to myself.  I enjoy 
reading the emails, especially the 'banter' as it makes me feel part of a community - a very, 
very special, intelligent, humorous one at that.

• It's principally worthwhile because of the e-group and lunchtime meetings although it could 
become even more worthwhile if i felt as if i was sharing knowledge and learning from others 
in the group

• I've only been a member for a couple of weeks so it's too early to judge.

• Keeping up to date on industry trends

• Main reason for use is to find colleagues to help on pan European projects
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “fairly worthwhile” (5)

• Mainly through the forum - possibility of getting knowledgeable help from other members 
very quickly.

• Members seem to be genuinely supportive of each other

• More opportunities for researchers not DP

• Most members are private-sector oriented whereas I only do public sector research, so 
much of what is discussed is not so relevant to me

• My business is quite different from other members so I do not benefit directly from it but it 
gives me ideas to develop my business in new areas.

• My use of ICG is fairly limited because i work in a very specialised area and cannot, 
therefore, take advantage of work opportunity related ICG activity.

• Not being engaged in primary market research, much discussion is not directly relevant to 
me, though still helpful background

• "Not sure it gives me any additional credibility as an independent, which was my primary 
reason for joining.

• However, i do find the e-group mailings contain useful information."

• Not used services much yet.

• On the positive side, sometimes emails provide useful advice/ information; However the 
sheer number of emails received completely overwhelms/ irritates me so I have now banned 
their reception. I also find that it makes me wonder who/ what all these correspondents are 
like if they can afford to email all day!

• People are generally very helpful and on the ball 
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “fairly worthwhile” (6)

• People are very willing to help solve members' problems and queries in the context of the e-
group, and the collective knowledge of the group is a great support.  I would not describe it 
as a social network as such, but I definitely feel a sense of community, and that I am 
becoming familiar with certain members, whose personalities and character come across 
clearly in e-group exchanges, without my ever having met them - they are like virtual 
colleagues, which I like.  Potentially it could be a source of work leads, though the ones that 
might have suited have never come through at the right time.  I will continue to keep an eye 
out though, as you never know.

• "Still early days - still finding my feet. 

• ICG is very London centric (as is the market/industry - this is a fact, not a criticism, regional 
members are trying hard to get together, i was too busy with a client to attend last one.

• Some of the comments on yahoo egroup are inane to say the least."

• The e-group is a good source of information (and entertainment!) 

• The ICG is a useful forum for sharing experiences and information, but i would not say it has 
had a significant impact on issues like winning business or finding new business partners.

• The message board is fun and it is good to have a body representing independents but 
apart from that i do not get much benefit, although the archive was useful as a cross-check 
on some issues
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “fairly worthwhile” (7)

• "The message board is great but I think some people take themselves far too seriously, and 
others clearly have too much time on their hands.

• Took a while to get access to everything. Given that I joined part way through the year I was 
keen to get access sooner rather than later."

• There is a clear trend to keep the association local and prevent from going international.

• Unfortunately a lot of the events happen in London which i often can not attend but would 
very much like to, if there were more events around the country i feel i would benefit more 
from the membership.

• Useful to network

• "Very good for source of advice and sharing of info with others in similar situation.

• Not so keen on the independent one man band' focus as positioning as small co. Rather 
than ind consultant."

• We are looking often for real specialists in specific disciplines of research or expertise in 
specific markets or categories - there are an awful lot of generalists in the ICG

• Would be very worthwhile if I made more effort myself to come to meetings
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Why do you say that?
All who rate membership as “not very worthwhile” (1)

• "Just does not work as I imagined. Limited work opportunities.

• E-group is most dysfunctional e-network i belong to. Many just don't understand how these 
things work in other spheres."

• It seems to be too much oriented to consumer work, that at least seems to dominate the 
forum. 

• Although the exchange of information is interesting, i have not actually gained any business 
as a result of my membership.

• "A) not generating opportunities for new clients (e.G. Insight was virtually all other suppliers)

• B)members do not appear to be very interested in the significant changes to the world of 
research and how we need to change

• C)community is worthy but not very thought provoking or enthusiastic re new methods"

• Other networking proves more fruitful for picking up new clients

• Do not pick up much new business

• So far (which isn't long) I've not seen any work opportunities that suit me.

• ICG members ask for recommendations of dp and other specialists, but do not contact the 
ICG specialists that are listed on the website! 

• I work entirely in international research and in exotic countries which are rarely mentioned 
by others in the group. I know that I am unusual and hope that soon more people working in 
Africa, Asia and the former soviet union will also join

• So far I have gained little from the group.  We advertise in the handbook but so far no leads 
have come from this network group.
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Whether use ICG logo?

18% of ICG members use the logo – in a variety of ways

Raw numbers

Website 13

Sales literature 8

Letterhead 7

Presentation front page 5

Presentation back page 2

CV 1

My blog 1

On business cards 1

E-mails 1
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ICG Events
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Whether attended any events in the past year?

Lunch time talk by Martin Lee from Acacia Avenue on creativityand connecting to 

business (Feb-07) Yes No

% 12 88

Half-day training on NLP with Tina Berry (May-07) Yes No

% 9 91

Summer party with Networking theme (Jun-07) Yes No

% 15 85

Evening Talk by Sheila Keagan on qualitative research (Sep-07) Yes No

% 7 93

Lunch time Talk by Jacqueline Rogers on Strategic AlliancePartnerships (Nov-07) Yes No

% 7 93

Christmas party (Dec-07) Yes No

% 8 92

Lunch time Talk by John Kearon from BrainJuicer on innovationand creativity in 

research (Feb-08) Yes No

% 13 87
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Rating of events in the past year?
(Mean Scores where extremely poor = 1, Excellent = 10)

Mean score rating

Lunch time talk by Martin Lee from Acacia Avenue on creativityand connecting to 

business (Feb-07) 7.4

Half-day training on NLP with Tina Berry (May-07) 7.6

Summer party with Networking theme (Jun-07) 7.0

Evening Talk by Sheila Keagan on qualitative research (Sep-07) 8.3

Lunch time Talk by Jacqueline Rogers on Strategic AlliancePartnerships (Nov-07) 4.9

Christmas party (Dec-07) 8.4

Lunch time Talk by John Kearon from BrainJuicer on innovationand creativity in 

research (Feb-08) 8.4
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Reasons for not attending events? (1)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Too busy

The locations weren’t convenient for me

It's too expensive to go to London for an ICG meeting

The subjects of the talks didn’t interest me/ were not relevant to me

Not in the country at the time

I don’t like going to London

Not really interested in attending events

Only really interested in the social/ networking side of the ICG

The talks/ events were too expensive

Only recently joined ICG

Some other reason (please specify)

Base size: 143 – all who didn’t attend an event
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Reasons for not attending events? (2)

• Other reasons for not attending
– Attended some in past but didn't find them useful or especially interesting

– Based outside the UK

– Can be a bit 'cliquey'

– Clashes with personal activities

– Currently doing a masters degree

– Diary conflicts

– Essentially retired

– Focusing on art not market research

– Going to London means taking a day out

– I am a foreign ICG member, i.E. Not UK-based

– I think if I attended one I would be more inclined to attend further events.

– Illness 

– Lack of motivation 

– Live outside UK

– London timings necessitate a full day's absence and sometimes an overnight stay.

– Maternity leave

– NB expensive in time as well as money

– Need to be regional!

– Pregnancy

– Really wanted to come to a few, but just couldn't! 

– Some of the events weren't of direct interest and those that were i had a date conflict

– Time it takes - virtually a full day out of the diary

– Too much time to get to London when busy

– Wasn't available on that day

– Wasn't free at that time
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Interest in “out of London” events?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Yes - Lunchtime social

Yes - Evening meal/

social

Yes - Local talks

Yes - Other

Yes, but would totally

depend on what it was

No, I am not interested

in any of these events

Base size: 216
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Whether attended Insight 2007 which was held at 
Earls Court in November 2007?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Yes – as an ICG

exhibitor

Yes - but not as an

ICG exhibitor

No - I did not attend

Base size: 216
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Reasons for not attending Insight 2007 (1)

• Not interested in that type of selling 28 %

• The location wasn’t convenient for me 20 %

• No longer need/ want to be actively involved in research selling 12 %

• Didn’t know about it 3 %

• Not free/ too busy 45 %

• Some other reason 18 %

• Don't know 4 %
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Reasons for not attending Insight 2007 (2)

• Other reasons

– Attended the year before and found it 
to be quite a waste of time. No real 

business leads generated... Lack of 

"end-clients" at the show!

– Away from the country

– Away on hol

– Been before - not impressed

– Been before and got no work from it

– Been before and it was a waste of 
time

– Booked my slot but then became busy 

+ couldn't afford the time

– Cost

– Do not see it's relevance

– Expensive

– Financial constraints

– I don't think it is worthwhile having 

attended as an exhibitor twice.  I 
would really like to know how much 

genuine business it has generated.

– I was working abroad

• Other reasons
– If I do have any time I am usually 

completely tired out or need to spend time 
with kids - this may change

– It is not relevant to my 'market' - now 
seems to consist mainly of suppliers selling 
to each other!

– It's in London and so would take up a whole 
day - which i can rarely afford to do

– Just joined

– Not in UK then

– Out of the country

– Out of the UK at the time.

– Too expensive when you add in my time

– Too many researchers there!

– Too poor, too far away

– Unlikely to meet prospective customers

– Was out of town

– Went to a previous one, didn't enjoy it, 
didn't feel it was productive

– Had a broken arm, so unable to travel

– I don't enjoy it
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Suggestions for events (1)

• A return of speed networking which I think was an excellent initiative.  

• "Advertising

• Food and drink innovation network might be interesting too - they usually have a qual 
agency speaker at their events."

• Another speed-dating event at the mrs

• Any networking events

• Anything that improves the profile

• Anywhere that would give us a good profile with senior end clients.I.E. The marketing 
director or managing director. Not internal research.  

• At an international conference like ESOMAR for example

• Due to my personal circumstances i am cutting out all this additional activity

• ESOMAR

• ESOMAR 

• ESOMAR congress

• ESOMAR congress

• ESOMAR congress, trade shows (especially FMCG)

• Events in the north

• Every major exhibition ( a research clinic where ICG members advise on research solutions)

• Firstly, I would like to see what is put forward by the existing members.

• For example, events organised by organisations such as the chartered institute of marketing
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Suggestions for events (2)

• Further sector specific shows - like the IDMF - where we can provide a research expertise 
element but have low competition from other research suppliers.

• High profile b2b trade shows - too much emphasis on b2c.

• How about a one day ICG conference - morning for invited guests to present / interact & pm 
for members to present & then debate (just an idea -haven't thought it though properly). 
Might help unify  the group & promote the ICG as a professional entity to the outside world. 

• I am useless at this kind of thing - never know what is going on.  Ask someone else.

• "I sometimes get emails from the marketing forum which costs an arm and a leg - but takes 
place on a boat - I've always fancied it - maybe we could look at that?

• Institute of directors tie up? Institute of marketing?

• Internet world - seminars, services

• IOD events if they have any and CIM

• Is there a way into AURA?  Maybe an annual or incidental update on the ICG at one of the 
1/4ly meetings?

• Marketing events

• Marketing fraternity events or even XXX events

• Might be good to have the occasional partnership development session with related 
organisations e.G the AQR?

• More active link into organisations such as aimri.

• "More of the research clinic type of event 
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Suggestions for events (3)
• Possibly the retail conference or other sector conferences."

• None that I can think of. Maybe something with the CIM?

• Not for me to say as i don't tend to get involved

• Other marketing shows

• Other professional groups conferences e.g. AQR

• Perhaps more general commercial events.

• Perhaps more local events spread through out uk,i.E. Trade events where we can promote 
research

• Perhaps more presence at vertical-industry events e.G. Technology consultants could go to 
cebit together.

• Possibly business exhibitions in Scotland 

• Research clinics at some more of the one day conferences run by Haymarket or WARC might 
be interesting as these conferences tend to attract more marketers/clients than just research 
professionals

• Since I specialise in just pharma, I do feel quite fringe at general MR events so probably 
wouldn't bother again

• These are all a good idea but never XXX based

• Ummm - not off the top of my head .... wait a minute maybe some of the sector shows or 
seminars/meetings. I.E. If there's a leisure or a financial or an FMCG show/seminar or institute 
of marketing meeting, maybe taking an info stand there would help spread the message for the 
niche players amongst us?

• 'Vertical' events, i.E. For the financial industry or IT

• More involvement with marketing society, chartered institute of marketing, chambers of 
commerce - and (dare i admit it) business link "
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Indie
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Number of issues of the Indie read in past 12 
months

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

All 4

3

2

1

None

Base size: 216

Average = 2 issues

Overall opinion from 1 (extremely poor) to 10 (excellent) = 
6.6

Reasons for not reading (raw numbers)
Too busy (23); Not really interested in content (3); Don't want to 

read such things online (7); Some other reason (16); Don't know (3)
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Reasons for giving rating score (1)

• All who rated Indie as 10
– Interesting and pithy

• All who rated Indie as 9
– It's concise, diverse and leads us to use the website more.

– Informative, friendly

– It gives a good summary of activities and explain clearly the work that have been 
developed by ICG committee, part from giving an update on new members.

– Its very good but like everything it can always get better

– Very good means of keeping up-to-date with major trends and activities.

• All who rated Indie as 8
– Again I have only skimmed it; It seemed fine but I need to investigate

– Because it was informative, clearly written, easy to follow, highlighted titles

– Can go directly to what interests you. 

– Clear layout, easy to read onscreen

– Does as good a job as an email bulletin can. Not as user friendly as the old 'full Indie' 
but appreciate why it changed.

– Don't have time to read a lot

– Excellent content

– Found to be fairly informative.

– Good mix of contents

– "I enjoy the varied content ... updates on future plans and especially reviews of the 
talks.
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Reasons for giving rating score (2)

• All who rated Indie as 8 (cont.)
– Also it's the voice of the 'community'."

– I have only just joined and can' compare too much but there is informative information 
and it is clearly set out.

– I have only not read the others for reasons of time constraints and do intend to as i 
have kept them.  I find most things interesting to look at and would try to look at any 
Indie if I could find the time

– I think its good - but could be more visual and user friendly

– I would prefer a different layout.

– Indie is a mix of business plus personal and has a great tone of voice

– Interesting, well written  and relevant. 

– It is a good format - not as long as in the past - just follow up on items of interest

– It is interesting but not an essential read

– It is pithy and informative. It catches me up on talks I have missed.

– It is short enough not to be too laborious to read and items within it have been very 
informative. I print it off and keep copies where necessary

– It is useful to know what consultants are doing and what the ICG is doing too.

– It's easy to pick what you want to read - but maybe a bit too easy to ignore the bits that 
don't immediately grab you but you ought to be aware of

– It's fine - sorry, there is nothing I want to complain about!!

– Keeps me appraised of what goes on at events i can't afford the time to go to

– Like the new format and increased frequency

– "More modern way of communicating with members/ people of any kind.
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Reasons for giving rating score (3)

• All who rated Indie as 8 (cont.)
– More frequent - now monthly rather than every 2nd month.

– Shorter too - less of a burden to read it."

– Not too long. Just enough to read on the e-mail

– Prefer email so I can link to what I am interested in.  Email is a bit bland without 
pictures though.

– Probably makes more sense vs the old paper based newsletter - quick + easy to read. I 
miss the old newsletter but wouldn't choose to go back to it - too much work for 
someone to produce I wd imagine

– Quick to read.

– Sometimes i simply open it when i do not have enough time to read it all .....So thinking 
on from that would it be possible to have a 'digestible bytes' section at the front so that 
we can get an overview of what is going on and then read in more detail at a later 
date>

– Useful updates, news

– Web links are good and good variety of content. 

– Works well. Did like the old paper based one - but lots of work for someone

• All who rated Indie as 7
– "Benefits = connects the ICG member with the ICG website and avoids duplication of 

communications. = environmentally friendly (tended to print off previous newsletter)

– Drawbacks = less personal than previous"

– cannot remember much about them

– communicates informative and not too heavy

– Depends when it arrives and how busy I am. I enjoyed the bits I did read
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Reasons for giving rating score (4)

• All who rated Indie as 7 (cont)
– Don't remember being bowled over by it, but also didn't feel it aw a waste of time to 

read it. Didn't find any of the content particularly relevant at the time

– I am sure it was good. I am to my shame not always aware of the bulletins. Don't know 
how i have missed them

– I can't honestly remember much about it, except that I thought the one I looked at was 
well done in overall terms.  I think I may only have looked at the first one, due to 
pressure of work when the others came in.

– I much preferred the previous method of sending a PDF.  It was tempting to read & 
didn't require me to  go through several steps (including finding ICG password!) To get 
to it and then several more clicks to find relevant articles etc.  

– I preferred the hard copy version as you could take it while travelling and read.

– I regrettably not had time to read them in much detail but have scanned them, and kept 
them on file which indicates they were clearly interesting enough to keep to read 
another time

– "I think it's an interesting contact - and it's the only one I look at (I never read stuff from 
AQR or MRS)

– I value it also because I know a lot of work goes into putting it together!

– I usually look at it for 'fun' snippets"

– Interesting and informative overview of recent events concerning ICG initiatives and 
events 

– It is okay, not great. I prefer the paper format but email is fine, maybe a bit cold. 
Content is not always interesting.
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Reasons for giving rating score (5)

• All who rated Indie as 7 (cont)
– It is only quite useful because of my rather peculiar research orientation

– It is useful to be kept up to date with things. I particularly appreciate any reports on 
meetings that I can't attend or even if the topic did not seem relevant to me. It means I 
have access to a broad range of information

– It seems a thoroughly good and modern format - but I just don't seem interested 
enough to be drawn in.

– It's fine - i just seem to get too busy and get tired of being on my computer

– It's nice to know who's joined and to learn more about forthcoming events but it could 
be improved further by having perhaps an educational/informative article about a topic 
of relevance, perhaps written by a member or by someone external to the group (a 
client?)

– Not hugely relevant to me, but well thought out

– Ok for a quick read. If have to log into ICG I don't bother as too fiddly (trying to 
remember passwords)

– Prefer to read a paper

– Preferred it when Indie was a document as I then used to read it on screen which was 
much easier than clicking on links.

– Some of it is useful, but other is not always relevant so i skim through it.

– Some of the articles or comments are of interest and help me learn and keep up to 
date

– "Some parts not so relevant.
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Reasons for giving rating score (6)

• All who rated Indie as 7 (cont.)
– Like old style format."

– Some useful info but c/r enough about them to give a 10!

– They have been quite good but i actually prefer to read hard copy news

– Useful, but sometimes seems a bit light - links to things that we've seen before

• All who rated Indie as 6
– The links do not go straight through to the relevant material.

– A useful alert to recent updates on the ICG website.

– As market research isn't my core interest i feel a bit on the fringes of the ICG and 
therefore the updates are of limited interest to me.

– Because |i wanted a d.K rating - not sufficiently involved to give answers on this one

– Cant really remember - find electronic newsletters etc a pain as prefer to read when 
travelling or away from the office and retain useful bits

– Doesn't really include the sort of issues that I find interesting

– I don't recall its content very well now

– I find the format rather dull and a lot of the information is either not particularly relevant 
or something that I already know about

– I realise it was probably a lot more work but I preferred the old layout - more interesting 
visually and if necessary I could print and take with me to read on the train etc.

– I skim the bulletin. 

– Informs me of new members etc.

– It is easy to not read something sent by e-mail - put it off till when less busy then never 
get round to it
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Reasons for giving rating score (7)

• All who rated Indie as 6
– It seems to meet the purpose.  Nothing particularly good nor poor about it.

– It was well done, but most was of limited interest.

– It's harder to access than print but it is useful to earmark exactly what you want to read

– It's OK - but not essential reading.

– Layout is dated, too wordy and dry (but must not be too banal either), 

– Less personal than the old PDF version, all a bit bitty and clinical

– Looking up the articles in detail is not a two-step process, rather than just reading a 
newsletter.

– Not sure if I've really noticed it or engaged with it as an email bulletin - can feel too like 
another of the endless email updates.

– Not that much is relevant to me personally

– On the plus side - it takes very little time to skim through the headlines and see if 
anything looks interesting enough to follow up.  On the negative side - it's not quite the 
same as flicking through the pages of an actual newsletter when you might spot 
something of unexpected interest.  It seems quite impersonal, for want of a better word 
...

– Some interesting updates on what is going on, helping to feel in the loop - but also lots 
of reference to other events which I had nothing to do with

– Tends to seem to be a repeat of what's on the website

– To be honest I can't really remember the content so have given a middle rating
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Reasons for giving rating score (8)

• All who rated Indie as 5
– I receive a great many newsletters and rarely have time to read them. I tend to the view 

that anything important can be announced immediately via email.

– Sorry can't remember it but remember thinking at the time it was ok, nothing of rocket 
science significance

– Can't remember much about t it so did not make much of an impact

– Just preferred the document format - easier referencing, more coherent as a 
publication + prefer reading from a printed page rather than on-screen. Bit of a 
dinosaur in that regard!

– Preferred the old format

– Could offer more in terms of events etc

– Prefer old format of the magazine in PDF - find having to go to ICG website a pain & 
you seem to go to different places in the website. Can't seem to get the new format to 
work for me.

– Because i can't really remember what was in them!

– I can't recall when i last read the Indie, i really wanted a don't know option, hence the 
middle score of 5

– I get so many email bulletins that I don't often read them. They go into a folder and I 
forget about them. With the old format I could print it out and read it at my leisure, e.G. 
On a train/plane (not environmentally friendly, I know, but more convenient)

– I'm not sure how to use it: rather than being a complete document, it appears to be in 
bits that don't have an obvious common thread. Will go back and look again but I'd 
expected a single document
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Reasons for giving rating score (9)

• All who rated indie as 5 (cont.)
– Not read in detail

– I can't remember anything outstanding about the indie.  

– Only seen it once

– The subject headings have not suggested the content would be worth clicking on.  
When the document was printed, I usually printed it all and read it all on train or tram 
journeys.

– It's in too many separate sections

– Its ok

– It's okay but usually not specifically relevant enough

– Trouble getting through to find to read it

– I don't like email bulletins - I don't have the patience to plough through them when I've 
got loads of other emails to deal with.  I'd rather have something sent in the post, that I 
can sit down and read like a magazine, with a cup of coffee!

• All who rated indie as 4
– Prefer a full document that can read through, without having to jump about to links. 

Temptation (often succumbed to) is not to bother!

– Not into non paper news 

– Too brief, too many links, not enough detail
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Reasons for giving rating score (10)

• All who rated Indie as 3
– Wasn't quite sure if I was even looking at the right thing.  It felt very bitty and was a 

shadow of its former self - if I was looking at the right thing.

– Just seemed a little amateurish and inconcise

– Preferred the PDF format. Like hard copy and PDF gives you that option.

– Its more of a summary than newsletter

• All who rated Indie as 2
– "Unlike the previous PDF format newsletter the new one is not in one continuous piece. 

It is necessary to click on each subject heading in the email and that sometimes takes 
you to another website which doesn't seem to have relevance to the topic you clicked 
on. 

– When trying to read the other topics it is necessary to find the email again and find a 
subject heading you haven't already clicked on.

– It is far better to just click once on a newsletter and then read the whole thing through.

– Imagine if in reading this email from me you had to click on a different area for each 
paragraph. Quite annoying and frustrating. I rarely bother with reading the whole thing 
through now.

– Can we please go back to the former PDF format that is emailed or downloaded from 
the website?"

– I much preferred the Indie as a newsletter.  Email bulletin is not at all engaging and 
does not encourage attention.  Tends to get deleted alongside junk mail.

– It should be all in one PDF documents, including new Indies. As it is now, it looks like 
home made. Not very professional.
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Suggestions for improving Indie (1)
• A .PDF version for download and printing off line

• A feature each quarter would be excellent.

• A printed version would suit me better- i read it on train journeys etc but am not organised 
enough to print it off.

• Articles about the struggle as an independent researcher, the notice board seems to be 
dominated by very successful people, i don't feel i am successful. How to find out new 
avenues to find clients, apart from the dreadfull speed-dating and conference activities

• Back to paper

• Can't really comment as I haven't got around to reading the first 4

• Can't think of anything just now

• Case studies

• Concrete learning opportunities, less self-referential talk. Articles on specific qual 
techniques, new trends, online research.

• Direct link from email message

• Dk

• Examples or case studies on how ICG members are delivering insight into clients as 
opposed to research findings.

• Fuller detail of training events

• Go back to the electronic booklet style format

• HARD COPY or PDF
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Suggestions for improving Indie (2)
• I don't think I will read the email bulletins, so whatever change you make will be wasted on 

me.

• I feel it needs to hang together rather than be a series of separate links. Perhaps I'm missing 
the point, but its not the Indie any longer.

• I preferred the mailing of the PDF version - it was quicker to access (to see if there was 
something of interest) and i could then file it (though not presumably necessary if held on 
the ICG website).  I have been exceptionally busy since this method was introduced and as 
it means further efforts (i.e. finding my password!) I have ended up forgetting about it.

• I really don't like reading things on line / on screen

• I regret to have to say that I have no suggestions

• I think possibly an email outlining content would identify any key articles. I quite like the 
marketing society's act format.

• I would change it all. All in one PDF document. More articles on techniques, experiences 
and networking.

• "I'd like it sent in the post as a newsletter.

• I'd like to see articles on innovative qualitative methodology."

• It's fine as it is.

• Jazzier email - with pix!  Shallow I know but does it for me...

• "Links into related on-line information sources.

• International perspective."
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Suggestions for improving Indie (3)
• "Make the format in PDF downloaded file format. This is more portable to drop down on the 

laptop and to read offline.

• The current format is too convoluted and relies on a continuous broadband line. It is nice to 
read the Indie when travelling and often there is no access to broadband."

• "Maybe have something on stuff we all do - and how do others do it

• Take projective drawing - I love getting people to do it - and I analyse it myself as best I can 
- but if there are formal ways to analyse it- it would be interesting

• I really like memorable snippets

• Perhaps have a 'member's profile' which would have some serious stuff and some' 'quirky 
things you didn't know about Tina berry' or something"

• More experiences on latest thinking such as blogging, on-line research etc

• More use of pictures/graphics

• Most interested in anything cutting-edge, new developments in research, new ideas

• No  - only because I have not given it any thought and am in a rush

• No - promise to get around to reading it!

• No, go back to newsletter format which seemed to work well.

• No, haven't read

• None - like email bulletins

• Not familiar enough with it

• Not really - they seem to do the job as they are
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Suggestions for improving Indie (4)
• Perhaps some more structured presentations on particular technical aspects of qual & quant 

e.G NLP.

• Perhaps they could be more readily distinguished from the other ICG emails. There can 
sometimes be a lot of the latter. The latter remark is no way a complaint. I have a delete 
button! I notice that there has been complaint about the no of emails from ICG members. I 
do not agree with those complaints... Because ... i have a delete key!

• Quite happy at the moment

• Report rather than newspaper layout

• Resources for mac users

• Send it to me

• Slightly longer; Some colour?

• Some sort of format change, not really sure what - although i think i looked at it more when 
you could download a PDF of the old print version. I didn't print that out but was more likely 
to read it.

• Sorry no - I'm sure it's pretty good anyway

• The format is good - headlines with a link to further detail. More input from ICG members re 
their activities would be good in theory but I'm doubtful about it being very practical.

• To be honest, i just tend to have a quick skim through

• Too early to suggest as I have only just joined. But I look forward to receiving future editions 
of the Indie bulletin.
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Suggestions for improving Indie (5)

• Used to love the jokes ..

• Would like to see it go back to a full document, rather than just headlines and links.  It 
doesn't really give a sense of community, or helpfulness. Maybe just my age, but not a fan 
of these skippy-about formats.

• Would like to see some case studies of business patterns - how have Indies grown the 
business, why go ltd company route rather than sole trader etc

• Wouldn't be fair to comment as haven't had chance to read the latest one yet.

• Have details of lunch time meetings, speakers notes etc

• I don't need it

• Nothing to suggest other than I would welcome more international stuff

• Perhaps have it as a word document with pictures and links.  I tend to be more enthusiastic 
when it looks more like a hard copy newsletter.

• Mail the full Indie to me

• Make it prettier, more colour panels etc, better layout.
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Web site
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Whether visited the new web site?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Yes

No

Base size: 211
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Frequency of visiting the new web site?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Several times a week

Once a week

2-3 times a month

Once a month

Less often

Base size: 160
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Benefits received from web site (1)

• 1 unprompted call from someone who searched for something included in my specialist 
areas.

• Attending social events with the surrey network group

• Checking various pieces of information, especially within the egroup section

• Don't know

• Don't know

• Don't know. No-one has mentioned it.

• Easier to find other members. Some areas not as clear as they could be.

• Easier to read and better layout.

• Easier to use

• Easy access to own details - to change/update. Facility to put in photo or logo.

• Easy searching for fellow specialist researchers

• Easy to navigate and get an overview of content

• Find a consultant has been useful

• Hard to say

• Has helped me to find specialist consultants

• Have been contacted by a local potential client. Have found it useful to see a pic of other 
Indies e.G. If thinking about contacting them for some reason - very helpful to me to see 
what they look like first!

• Have had some visitors to my web site from independent consultants web site

• "I am not aware of any if you mean me personally
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Benefits received from web site (2)

• (But don't wish that to sound ungrateful)

• But for the group - we demonstrated it at insight and that was good"

• I don't think I've received any benefits, as such, but I don't look at it for that

• I have been contacted regarding potential work.

• I have been cutting back on work due to health issues, so have been less active in using the 
web site overall

• I have searched for contact details of other members and contacted them re: opportunities I 
have to offer

• I still can't find my self on "find a consultant"

• I suspect others have looked at my profile and it helps them to make a decision on whether 
to work with me or not. It is hard to tell otherwise but I just suspect that it is often looked at.

• I'm not sure but i think it is an excellent facility/opportunity!

• It is nice to know that i can refer people to look me up on there.  I have, however, had no 
evidence that anyone has found me that way. 

• It's hard to think of any.  I don't mean that in a mean way... I had hoped having the more 
comprehensive profiles would lead to more enquiries but other than "blanket" enquiries none 
have come through yet...

• It's more user-friendly and professional-looking. It's also good at keeping us up to speed 
with members - i like the 'spotlight on' feature

• I've received absolutely no benefits for the entire life of the site (as far as I can tell!)

• Just an additional tool to access information
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Benefits received from web site (3)

• "Looks much better

• Easier to locate some items"

• More work!

• Needs a "region" search facility for prospect clients outside of London. 

• No idea - updating is still on my to do list

• "NO new business.

• Easier to search for members."

• None / no benefit (26)

• None - but I wasn't expecting any

• None - but my fault for not updating etc.

• None - but that is no criticism of the present website, just my involvement on other things!

• None - but this is my fault!

• None - i work in a the arts sectors which is light years behind the commercial sector in 
appreciation of the value of qualitative research.  They probably don't even know about the 
ICG and couldn't;T afford commercial rates anyway.

• None apart from it is better looking so more pleasant to access

• None as far as I am aware !

• None as far as I know

• None as I am such a new member

• None as I haven't used it properly yet or updated it!

• None as yet
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Benefits received from web site (4)

• None but still think it is cool 

• None due to my own fault of putting off (no time) updating my details.

• None in particular

• None personally however the referrals for business opportunities are increasingly regular

• None really but good to know it looks so friendly with the pictures of the rolling icgers

• None that I am aware of (8)

• None that I am aware of - but still need to do a photo - perhaps that will turn it all around for 
me?!?

• None that's noticeable - no enquiries based on the profile or the expertise listed

• None, but I'm a newish member of ICG

• None, so far, but I can see a link to my entry could be added to my "signature" on e-mails

• None. However I believe this is a fair reflection of the fact that I have not updated my 
information in the website yet.

• None. Just spam from people stealing the email address from my profile.

• Not really any, but I'm hopeful!

• Not sure i have!

• Not sure if it was at the time of the relaunch but the google search visibility for the ICG find a 
consultant is excellent...Helped a very old friend get back in touch after 20 years!

• Nothing yet, but i think it's excellent
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Benefits received from web site (5)

• Raised our profile, let me see more about potential colleagues

• Reading about skills available of other members

• Resource.  I have not used it as efficiently as I could (and should) have done

• Several people have contacted me

• Someone today said they had received a voice mail left by me and had done a google 
search to see who I was and the ICG entry came up!  Fame at last!

• Sorry to say that i haven't updated my details yet, and i don't visit the website often, so 
probably none - but i do think it looks excellent, very professional

• This is the only website for ICG that I am familiar with, I can't compare it the the pre launch 
as I wasn't a member.

• To be honest, none - but i like it!

• Too early to say - do this in march 08.

• Unsure

• Use of the archives

• Useful if I needed to find out about additional capability and/or specific expertise.

• Useful to be able to look up other members
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Whether updated individual profile?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Yes

No

Base size: 129
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Not at all easy

Ease of updating profile

Base size: 160
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Whether updated expertise?
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Suggestions to enhance web site? (1)

• Auto fill for logging into members area

• Better marketing stories about ICG members

• Can't think of any

• Could some content be added, e.G. Articles/news about research written by member so 
there is site content, not just promotion of ourselves?

• Difficult - but its not generating enquiries for me which means that either I'm not of interest to 
those who do look at the profiles or the volume of visits to the consultant/find a consultant is 
low. 

• Difficult i know, but something which requires less scrolling, given the format of screens 
now?

• Don't know enough about it as yet

• Email should be visible only if typing a verification code, preventing people from spamming.

• For updating expertise,would be helpful to have another more client side type option than 
'interim management'

• Getting high rankings with search engines

• I don't use it enough to be in a position to suggest improvements. So far, based on what I've 
seen I am happy with it.

• I guess more satisfied client comments would be helpful - but lots of work getting these -
and i think poss. Conflicts in terms of individual members wanting to encourage their clients 
to comment!
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Suggestions to enhance web site? (2)

• I hugely appreciate the fact that the consultant match search engine ranks people by the 
amount of specialist knowledge they have.  This allows those of us who work in niche 
markets to have a more prominent listing near the top of the page. Anything which further 
enhances this would be great.

• I think it is already very comprehensive.

• Is it optimised for search engines?

• It would be nice if it were easier to upload my own logo... Had to ask twice to get it uploaded 
and when it was finally done it didn't come out right (black background instead of white) and 
my request to fix it was ignored (at least the last time i checked!)

• Make foreign based ICG members searchable by country in which they are based.

• Make updating it a little more user friendly. Do away with html text!

• Maybe consider google ad words to raise the profile.  I understand it works well though 
doubt we could afford it

• More case studies

• "More downloadable features.

• "More functionality for the committee.

• Ability to pay for more items online.

• Receipts with vat number."

• More talks / pod casts links.

• Nature of experience within broad areas so search can be more specific

• Needs to search for consultants by a range of public sector categories 
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Suggestions to enhance web site? (3)

• No- its perfect, I just keep losing my password!

• None - you're doing just fine

• Not clear why password access is needed.  What is of real value to protect?

• Not fair to comment as haven't really taken a lot of notice.

• Perhaps make it clearer when people -such as myself- are actually based in another country 
i.e. outside the uk (so when we refer to doing international research it does not have the 
same connotation as for someone who is uk based)

• Perhaps the forum could be more provocative/ prescriptive - developing threads on 
particular topics for comments, rather than just the question-and-answer format it has now?

• Specialty areas to include 'live events'

• "Think the new 'highlight a consultant' bit is brilliant

• Maybe a section with some of the FAQ for the e-group e.g. how to access old threads?  Guy 
probably has a list of these!"

• Too early to say (new member)

• Too many icgers call themselves consultants when they are qual researchers so a client 
would not find those who offer wider MR consultancy

• Variety of verbatim comments if they are to be continued - the quote by Susan Rogers 
seems to be always popping up!

• Would like the find a consultant searches to be easier. It's very longwinded having to put in 
one item, then going forward to selection, then back again to put in more items. Very 
annoying. Also, would prefer lists, rather than items all in a block. Looks untidy, and not 
user-friendly.
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Reasons for rating? (1)

• ALL WHO RATED IT AS 10

• Wonderful source of information. I contribute to it on occasions and people are very 
generous with their help - mostly.

• "Where to start - how would i survive without it?  INSTANT help and advice - you pose a 
question at 1am on Xmas eve and you will get a sensible and useful answer within hours

• Also I love the little spats - the 'this is too frivolous for the e-group stop cluttering up my very 
busy in-box' 'oh lighten up' stuff"

• What can I say - it is marvellous and real life saver as well as providing some welcome 
entertainment on occasion 

• Very useful source of help, advice, referrals etc. Have only used it a few times, but always 
received very helpful advice. Enjoy reading others' queries & the answers

• Very supportive and efficient

• Very informative, very easy to use, great way of connecting with other members.

• Usually informative, nice balance of business and general support, active

• This provides all the benefits of being in an organisation without the drawbacks

• This is the main benefit for me of ICG membership.  Helps stay in touch and an excellent 
tool for asking advice on various matters. What's more it often brings a smile to my face in a 
busy day!   

• This is my main reason for staying in ICG - fantastic resources for help, advice, assistance, 

• The information, understanding, and the personalities of the group members are quite 
unique and a huge benefit.  I am amazed at how useful and inspiring this has been.
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Reasons for rating? (2)

• ALL WHO RATED IT AS 10 (cont.)

• The e-group is a life line, without it, i probably wouldn't be in the ICG. It links me to lots of 
useful contacts.

• Supportive both factually and emotionally. Lots of interesting/useful things are discussed 
plus a real sense of support and community

• See previous answers

• Part of a community, useful information on research and running a business

• Offers rapid advice and help for specific requests. Responses to others' requests also often 
interesting and useful. And gives a sense of community.

• Lovely to feel part of a group on a daily basis even if the issues raised aren't relevant 
sometimes

• Love it - even when - or especially when very busy - provides entertainment as well as help.  
I keep emails that may have potential (although I know I can go to archive on website) and 
just delete those not interesting to me - wouldn't change a thing!

• Lots of useful info; Good to hear other people's views; Good to feel part of a community; 

• Loads and loads of varied information, it's a goldmine verily.  And apart from the odd 
curmudgeonly comment there is a lot of less serious interaction with a good sprinkling of 
humour, which frankly I enjoy!

• Lively discussion, friendly input, well managed by the community, open to ideas/ comments

• "Keeps you abreast of what's new

• Instant information source"
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Reasons for rating? (3)

• ALL WHO RATED IT AS 10 (cont.)

• "It's supportive, helpful, fun and has lots of different personalities and it's a great way to get 
to know other members

• I love it and it is THE best egroup ever!"

• Its just so helpful - a wealth of relevant expertise at the touch of a button

• It's fun, helpful, informative, powered by some fantastic and talented personalities, giving, 
sharing and mind-blowingly supportive.

• Its fun, fast, members help each other whenever they can and i have learned so much from 
it and had answers to queries ranging from finding a personal coach (for a business project) 
to getting a digital recorder or learning how best to tackle pack research online.  It speaks 
for itself.  

• Its an invaluable resource for advice, support and general discussions - although don't have 
time to read all postings and a pain when get back from being away!

• It keeps me informed and up to date. I am not the type of person to take part in much 
discussion, but thoroughly enjoy reading what the others write-some educational and very 
valuable ( I save in case I need in future), some amusing, some worrying,but all interesting 
even when repetitive or personal-find the ones who get annoyed about too much annoying 
and think they are intolerant and pompous which surprises me amongst market researchers, 

• It keep people in touch, you can get - and give - instant response to questions and receive 
advice
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Reasons for rating? (4)

• ALL WHO RATED IT AS 10 (cont.)

• It is what gives the group its glue! There is nothing like it in other networking groups. It is so 
supportive.

• It is really helpful both in terms of the advice and information shared but also can be great 
light relief on lonely stressful days!

• It is fun to read

• "It gives a sense of community.

• It provides a networking opportunity.

• It can help solve problems.

• It gave me opportunity to meet other professionals; Share projects; Provide services; 
Commission services, apart from a sense of belonging. 

• Instant access/response to queries, dilemmas etc plus generally enjoyable/informative to 
follow other strands/banter

• Informative, entertaining .... didactic, like an interesting, entertaining and well informed 
friend.

• I love reading all the bulletins ... from the technical questions to the banter. The sheer 
variety of threads is terrific and it also helps form an impressions of the various 'characters' 
in the ICG.

• I enjoy the exchange of information, updates and banter.
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Reasons for rating? (5)

• ALL WHO RATED IT AS 10 (cont.)

• Great way of sharing resource and obtaining alternative views. I have used it several times 
to canvass help

• Great source of help and advice and a bit of light relief.  I just wish some people would 
lighten up a bit and others would get a bit cuter re: deleting emails they don't want

• "Great sharing of resources.

• Hugely helpful and often very entertaining!"

• Great resource for info , networking and good plain fun. Vital for the solitary researcher 
working from home

• Good source of advice from very experienced people

• Fun, stimulating, sense of community

• Fab in every way, a real life line for knowledge and expertise from recruiters to latest 
recorders. Have learnt alto and received valuable contacts from it such as good transcribers

• Excellent source of information (e.G. Recruiters, transcribers) and advice. Some very 
interesting topics .......... and, of course, princess corky!

• Excellent source of info

• Enhances the feeling of belonging.  It provides information about costings, venues, 
recruiters etc.  It poses and answers questions.

• "Diversity of expertise
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Reasons for rating? (6)

• ALL WHO RATED IT AS 10 (cont.)

• Fast response"

• As listed in earlier questions - supportive, informative, very well run, feel i know other people 
personally

• An excellent, up to the minute method of getting and sharing experience on business issues 
- often quite separate from market research technicalities

• A very lively and interesting exchange of information, advice and opinion. In fact it is brilliant. 
This is where the real sense of community created by ICG actually happens. It's by far my 
main reason for belonging to ICG. 

• A useful way of quickly tapping into the community expertise.  

• A really supportive group, full of useful advice and experience and willing to share expertise.  
I was given some valuable advice and spreadsheets for testing significances

• 99% of time you get an answer to a question - other people's queries can be illuminating -
like the idea of a virtual business - lightens up the day sometimes

• ALL WHO RATED IT AS 9

• Topical, generous contributions.  A welcome distraction.

• Too much info on 'need recruiters'. Like way in which it can answer project needs.

• Sharing problems with others, realising that other independents have similar issues, finding 
out about techniques/methodologies etc., Entertainment (sometimes, work opportunities.

• Sense of community, ability to get fast response on topics from members, easy to use (i.e. 
don't have to log in to website)
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Reasons for rating? (7)

• ALL WHO RATED IT AS 9 (cont.)

• Really useful source of recommendations on almost anything, and light entertainment too

• Really practical help

• Provides useful information & easy access to a wealth of experience 

• My main experience is of the email group which I find extremely informative in a general 
sense and, on the few occasions I've asked for help myself, very obliging.

• Many useful, relevant threads

• It's very useful and I like being in touch with other independents

• It's just a brilliant resource - very helpful on technical issues and for finding specific 
resources. Also enjoy some of the chit-chat.

• It is the best egroup i know of - responsive, useful, informative, not intrusive, user friendly... 

• It is always topical. It is great to get other points of view. It is useful to have other 
professionals to call on.

• Interesting topics, work opportunities and the occasional laugh

• ICG-ers are very generous with their help and guidance, and I enjoy the odd stream of 
silliness that you'd otherwise miss by not being in a 'standard' office environment

• I find the strands that are relevant to me of interest. There's generally a sense of community 
and a willingness to provide people with support and advice, which is reassuring as an 
independent.

• "I approve of it - it's a great use of the medium
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Reasons for rating? (8)

• ALL WHO RATED IT AS 9 (cont.)

• Most of it is either relevant or interesting or both, and sometimes witty too.

• If i have any criticism it's that I'm not interested in absolutely everything!"

• Good resource for helpful information, contacts and job opportunities.

• Good mix - heavy to light, easy to pick your way thru with headings and do mass deletes, or 
enjoy reading the diverse opinions/advice/banter, as the mood/time takes me 

• Good info and quite entertaining 

• Fantastic resource and people are incredibly helpful

• Excellent source of information and exchange

• Excellent for knowledge sharing but sometimes over discussion of trivial matter - flats in 
Barcelona for a holiday over 12 months away springs to mind!

• Because people ask for help and receive it, generally very punctually, and often from more 
than one person.  It's a fantastic resource, and I've used it many times and contribute when i 
have something relevant to say.  Also, i like the humorous posts and little debates that take 
place.  I really feel part of a work community, and that resources are at hand when you need 
them.  It's very reassuring to belong.

• As earlier - it links an Indie to the outside world

• All kinds of useful information, interesting even if doesn't always seem relevant at the time.  
Helps sense of community.  I like the occasional light-hearted exchanges, as long as they 
don't go on too long.  As someone said, it's our equivalent of the 'water coller' chat.
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Reasons for rating? (9)

• All who rated it as 8

• Would be even better if content more relevant to my field

• Wide range of discussion, easy to contribute, easy to ignore if deemed irrelevant

• Very useful at times, very irritating at others.  Afraid to say some people are plain dumb in 
terms of what they post to the group rather than individuals.  Any polite guidance on 
irrelevance then leads to 50 other posts in response.

• Very informative and lots of useful information

• There is too much irrelevant discussion that's not on topic

• The tremendous knowledge and support of fellow members, the occasional flashes of 
humour, the interesting characters who emerge.  (See previous comments about why I 
appreciate membership overall, as it is essentially the e-group that I belong to the 
organisation for).

• The information and advice are invaluable.  However, at the risk of sounding like a killjoy, I 
do, at times, find the banter to be a frustration.  For personal reasons, I often work at a 
family member's home where broadband is not yet available.  The dial-up service is slow 
and cumbersome and it can be irritating to spend time opening up some of these emails.  
Having said that, I DO have a sense of humour!  

• Sometimes there is too much idle chit-chat which fills up my mail box.

• Some of the e mails contain very useful info

• Plenty of contributions, some of which have been very useful e.g. on new technology, how 
to handle bad payers.
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Reasons for rating? (10)

• All who rated it as 8 (cont.)

• Lots of interesting discussions and access to work

• "Lots of discussion, ideas, etc.

• Some interesting contacts to be made

• Some inane comments, from obviously inexperienced consultants."

• Lots of different discussions

• Lively fun informative

• It's pretty useful and people are quick and willing to respond. I do find that it's also a forum, 
however, for people to 'show off' about their skills and to promote their own egos - there's a 
balance to be struck, and i think the management of the egroup is achieving this, but it's 
ultimately down to each individual to decide how they want to use it and come across to 
people

• It's nice to have people there for advice

• It's fantastic to be alerted to recommendations, new techniques and thoughts, as well as 
work opportunities. But frequency in in-box, particularly on topics which could just be 
discussed directly between e.G., Two people can be frustrating (although I appreciate that 
this is not easy to resolve)

• Its a great service but the users can be annoying when they reply with all the previous 
emails attached - it makes it very hard to work out what the relevant emails are.

• It is very useful resource but sometimes, inboxes are overloaded with musings!
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Reasons for rating? (11)

• All who rated it as 8 (cont.)

• It is very useful for information sharing, contacts etc but sometimes the volume of emails 
can be overwhelming.

• It is interesting to see what issues are of importance to others. I can pick up useful 
information and contacts. It can be amusing. It's something to do in 'down time' while 
drinking coffee.

• It is a good way to learn what people are doing and it provides a sense of community.

• Interesting to read debates and there are occasional work opportunities. Feel part of 
research community and that support is out there!

• Informative, amusing and good for work opportunities too

• If anybody needs any language work doing, translations or multilingual coding etc, I would 
hope to be considered for it.  Occasionally I can help others.

• "I like getting the emails, even if i don't participate.

• When I'm busy, it's easy to delete them, so quantity is not a problem.

• Subject matter is frequently relevant to me, including research issues, issues to do with 
running an independent business, and info about equipment.

• I like the 'lighter' discussions too - as long as they don't begin to dominate.

• Finally, it's nice to know there's a lot of other people out there, doing a similar job, and going 
through the same stresses and long hours!"

• I enjoy the sense of community it gives
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Reasons for rating? (12)

• All who rated it as 8 (cont.)

• Great forum for debate and information, and occasionally for work. Occasionally annoyed by 
volume of items of no interest.

• Great discussions, great source of info, nice to know others are out there

• Good, but the same people are on it all the time and the same things come up all the 
time...Understandable though this is...What a pity we couldn't get the archive up and running

• "Good for my own use and also learning from others. Also nice to share expertise. 

• Some of the people on it are peculiar to say the least though."

• Good exchange of info

• Generally VERY good.  Some boring political backstabbing, and an increasing amount of 
annoying low-key sales going on (e.g. re blogging and bbfgs).

• Forum itself if great, but there are some pretty petty arguments there and some overt selling 
of personal services which it's used for.  Participants should be required to demonstrate a 
sense of humour before joining.

• Extremely informative threads and themes, although responses intended for individual 
recipients are irritating 

• Entertaining and informative, although most of the topics are of no interest, once in while 
there is something that is interesting to which i can either learn from or contribute to.

• As said before my business is very different from other members, so it is interesting but the 
use for me is limited

• As a quant researcher it's a bit annoying that I can't filter out/unsubscribe from endless 
requests for recruiters 'in the back of beyond'. Also get slightly annoyed at group being used 
for jolly banter (when I'm in grumpy old woman mode).  Brilliant apart from that
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Reasons for rating? (13)

• All who rated it as 7

• Very useful information on suppliers which i store for future use

• Too much irrelevant chatter and not enough serious business info exchange

• Think it is a very useful forum.  However, i would say that there is just too much info coming 
through which may not be relevant to all users.  I get the daily digest (separate e-mails for 
each post were just too distracting!) But it is a very lengthy e-mail.  Is there a way that it can 
be cut down?  Also, might it be useful to have a more obvious way that members can 
respond to one person (e.G. One member posts a question to all, but the response goes just 
to that one member?) 

• There are some good communications but too many are just a waste of time

• Sometimes some of he comments are a bit inane and should be directed to the recipient 
aimed at an  not the whole group

• Sometimes overflows with trivial stuff. Not a great deal of b2b stuff, but I think that is 
reflective of the (at least active) group. Would be interested to see how many people 
contribute regularly - the same names come up frequently - in itself not a bad thing, there 
are obviously some very knowledgeable people out there, but I am curious, I suspect 80% of 
the traffic is through less than 20% of members.

• Some useful ideas and comments

• Really useful...Just some time wasting - but worth putting up with to get the good bits

• Open forum for discussion

• Occasional interesting threads. Too much qual for me though.
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Reasons for rating? (14)

• All who rated it as 7 (cont.)

• Much of the emails, particularly replies, are for individuals.  I think this may in part be due to 
not everyone putting their email address on their emails so you have to reply to the group.  
In my short time I have seen the same questions asked - members should access the past 
database as first port of call to see if their question has already been asked.  

• Lots of advice

• It's useful to know what is going on - sometimes able to offer help, and sometimes learn new 
things - but dislike it when 'touchy'correspondence goes on - why do people assume the 
worst - that others intended to be rude etc??  The far too many get defensive and it's like a 
spat in a cattery.

• It's okay but sometimes i wonder how some people make it as consultants with some of the 
questions that are asked.  You could find most of the answers by looking them up or should 
know them to begin with.  Gosh, I'm glad this is a confidential survey!

• It's a valuable resource and a source of frequent entertainment!

• It is interesting and informative but sometimes becomes a bit like junk mail when there is so 
much of it and one is busy - particularly personal posts - but on the whole its great.  At the 
moment it is the only way I participate.

• It is generally very useful but totally boring when individuals fall out and snipe at each 
other/tell each other off,  or individuals use it to reply when they should go direct to the 
originator e.g. 'me too' 'and me' etc.  

• "It is a very useful source of information and forum for sharing experience...
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Reasons for rating? (15)

• All who rated it as 7 (cont.)

• But the volume of e-mail can be frustrating and some requests seem strangely lazy or naive"

• It has provided me with some contacts and one joint bid for work. Also some interesting 
issues/ discussions.

• It covers a wide range of subjects and the responses all seem helpful and informative and 
friendly

• It can be useful, but there is so much which is not- a particular issue for me is people 
replying to individuals, but copying to the whole group. People should be made aware how 
they can reply to individuals ONLY when relevant.

• I think there are too many requests for recruiters in particular areas. This gets boring for 
those of us who are not involved in consumer recruitment.  Otherwise it is a good forum -
with lots of varied postings.

• "I receive the digest because otherwise there are too many emails in any one day, but it is 
unwieldy to look through.  A lot of the replies repeat a long string of emails making it very 
repetitive.

• But overall it's a really useful tool.  Thank you"

• I assume this is just the emails that come through daily between members?  If so, some is 
interesting, some is not

• Good range of topics, good contributions
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Reasons for rating? (16)

• All who rated it as 7 (cont.)

• Found myself a bit overwhelmed by the constant chatter when i first joined especially since 
a lot was irrelevant to me since am not uk based. Asked to be cut off last summer since 
unwilling to receive large quantities of ICG related emails whilst on holiday and have not got 
around to re-connecting myself. Feel it is worthwhile - and fun- but perhaps a little invasive 
(yes I know I can treat it pro-actively and go onto the website to see what people are talking 
about, but somehow there is always something more urgent to do..!)

• Collaborative and supportive

• Can be irritating when busy, but some very useful stuff comes up too

• A huge amount of what appears is totally irrelevant to me - but I do read everything so as 
not to miss any of the occasional gems!  In general I find it informative and often amusing ... 
and it is good to feel part of a virtual community.  I've not had reason yet to post a request 
for help, but if I did have a problem or query it would certainly be my first port of call

• All who rated it as 6

• A lot of things that not interested in but sometimes some really useful ideas and help when 
needed

• Has changed since 'the old days' - inevitable given many more members to accommodate 
now. It is still useful but does fill the inbox very quickly and quite a lot of nonsense spoken. 
Also, lots of people who don't use the google groups page to look up old info + keep asking 
the same stuff over + over is annoying. Having the record of past posts is very handy indeed 
+ a pity more people don't use this facility
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Reasons for rating? (17)

• All who rated it as 6 (cont.)

• Having to re read what has been stated earlier

• it is useful to read all these messages but it needs time

• There is a lot that is not relevant to me.  However, because all emails go into a separate 
folder it does not interrupt my normal email related work and I can select a quiet moment to 
quickly scan e-group messages.  I probably only read about 20% of postings.

• "Usefulness of discussions is greatly diminished by inappropriate use of message 
conventions:

• - no proper subject to message

• - replying out of context

• - too much formatting + text in messages

• - too much like a chat room and not a forum

• I have to spend too much time reading messages that are of no interest at all - to see if they 
are of any interest."

• very good but there are too far too many coming through so having the digest is very much 
appreciated. if it wasn't for the digest I would unsubscribe.
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Reasons for rating? (18)

• All who rated it as 5

• Too many social, irrelevant emails - always from the same people - who seem to use the 
group for 'blogging' rather than business. What may be amusing to some people is complete 
trivia to others. 

• "Many messages are irrelevant

• A lot of previous correspondence is circulated on each item. This is time consuming."

• On one level it is excellent - I have a library of valuable tips, contacts and techniques. On 
another it has become too invasive and is now filtered off into its own box which I look at 
perhaps weekly. I am not sure what the answer is.

• lots of unrelated stuff

• All who rated it as 4

• I feel it is getting a bit unwieldy simply because there are many more members - strands 
may go on for a long time, generating lots of unwanted e mails, lots of repetition

• I receive a condensed email containing all emails, it is quite repetitive and difficult to read.
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Reasons for rating? (19)

• All who rated it as 3

• Too much stuff that isn't relevant to me

• Although there is some useful stuff from time to time, such as moderators her or facilities 
there, or thought provoking questions - there is also a lot of dross such as "help me find an 
accountant" "I don't know how to store my e-mails" etc, and it makes me wonder how these 
people survive being in business!

• All who rated it as 2

• "I've been a member of similar things for around 12 years now, and the ICG E-Group simply 
does NOT behave like a regular online forum. Constant bitchiness about what is and is not 
appropriate, some threads get very silly and out of hand with no moderation, whereas 
others, which are not offensive/political are nipped in the bud for completely puzzling 
reasons. Would be nice to have an off-topic E-Group too.

• To summarise, it's a lot of Old Dogs using a New Trick very badly indeed! I've moved to the 
daily digest as it became incredibly tedious and counter-productive."
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Suggested improvements to ICG e-group? (1)

• "Everyone could relax would be a fine start. Start a secondary group which is more informal, 
and possibly covers non-mr topics.

• I miss my ""virtual water cooler"", i do not miss the ""virtual office politics and bitching"".

• I think in the circumstances guy consterdine does a magnificent job. It must be quite 
impossible to moderate, but he does do a more than decent job."

• A mechanism for storing the collective knowledge on topics.  It CAN be done through the 
web access log-in provided common terminology has been used

• Access to the archives was my only thought but that is already provided I believe

• All fine - only restricted by my ICT limitations!

• Am happy with the way it is

• Archive common topics. E.G. Personal indemnity insurance, recruiters by area, etc.

• Archives could be improved by creating a database for certain types of services such as 
recruiters, field companies, transcribers , viewing facilities etc all based on members 
recommendations. The current method of access is not efficient enough.

• As previously suggested, prompt discussions with themes/ threads.  Guy does a fantastic 
job.

• Ban people from having digs at each other very publicly over the forum!

• Can't think of any

• Could some of the more repetitive queries be addressed through other means? Not quite 
sure how.

• Could the moderator jump in as soon as someone starts the 'and me' stuff and remind 
people that they should reply direct instead? Could the very few people that copy text and 
then put their reply underneath be asked not to do this as it is also very boring!
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Suggested improvements to ICG e-group? (1)

• Definitely discourage people from simply hitting the reply button so we all receive the same 
exchange about 'can anyone suggest a good recruiter in Hounslow ... because receiving too 
much irrelevant stuff is off-putting and irritating...  Possibly some sort of filter by  subject 
matter so that 'useful tips' type queries are separated from broader issues

• Encourage answers to enquiries i.e. for recruiters to send direct not through group

• Encourage snipping!

• Encourage users to be brief. Less nonsense talk and goofing around. It appeals to a certain 
few but not to everyone.

• Ensure no swear words are used

• Ensure that all consultants make the title of the enquiry is always very visible/obvious

• "Excellent the way it is.

• Extend the services that a full yahoo group can offer, e.g. photos, files, chatroom, etc. 

• Fortunately, all of this is put into my spam box, so i can go in at different points during the 
day and see what interests me and what not.  This suits me much better than when it all 
came into my inbox and obscured important work stuff.  So all fine with me now.

• Get all members clued up with their yahoo name and password so they can check the 
yahoo archive themselves rather than ask the group over and over again.

• I am now using the digest which is limiting the quantity of e mails i receive

• I feel as if I know a lot of the "regulars" even though I have never seen them or heard them 
speak!
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Suggested improvements to ICG e-group? (2)

• I get the digest; Would nice to be able to train everyone so that you don't get yards of 
previous messages at the bottom of each new message - makes it difficult to read 
sometimes

• I have had trouble remembering how to make a contribution in the past.

• I have the impression that issues are dealt with when they arise - e.g. off-topic posts - which 
seems to work well

• I know people get annoyed with certain threads or a bit of self promotion or irrelevant chat 
about holidays etc but its easy to read in the digest form and can be deleted quickly if 
necessary.  Happy to take the informative with the rest of it.  Chill out everyone!

• I like it just fine as it is! Warts and all.

• I now have an ICG sub folder called 'interesting mail' - i put anything (yes!) Interesting into 
this and bin everything else. Sometimes the chatter becomes too much and I wish I could 
switch it off (when I am out it's downloaded to the blackberry-a-like - and takes up so much 
room). But I like it overall - however, I wish I could remember how to access the members 
part of the yahoo site

• I think everyone should sign off using their email addresses - i often like to reply directly to 
the person and would find having their address there much more convenient

• I think it is brilliant!  Reduces the sense of isolation, fantastic source of advice, not 
patronising etc.  My only small issue is that as I don't contribute very often I keep forgetting 
how to do it and it takes me a few minutes to find my way around the system to respond on 
any particular topic.  Perhaps there could be a reminder of the process on the website?

• I think it's fine as it is.
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Suggested improvements to ICG e-group? (3)

• I think you are doing well, again my business is very different and i understand that the e-
group is more suited to other ICG members than to me as my clients are pension and hedge 
funds... 

• I'd like a re-iteration of how to use it, and a simple guide about how to get the best out of it 
that i can print off and keep to one side.

• If members could be encouraged to edit their replies, so that one didn't have to scroll down 
entire repeats of messages, it would be helpful.

• I'm not technical enough to know if this is possible! But ... it would be great if there was 
some way of pre-categorising the posts.  So, for example, when posting a message you 
would check a series of boxes to say whether it was a request for recruiter 
recommendations, a technical query, a work opportunity ... whatever.  Then if there's a 
certain category of post that's not relevant to you (e.g. for me, qualitative recruiter stuff) you 
can delete it right away without fear of missing anything.  

• "Install a curmudgeon filter.

• Apart from that i can think of nothing.  Segmenting by interest, to reduce the load (and 
complaints)of those sensitive to material that does not apply immediately to them, would not 
be feasible"

• It is fine as it is including the often amusing banter.

• "It seems to be dominated by a small number of successful people who always have 
something to say.

• Occasionally there are work opportunities, in most cases the people who put out these 
offers do not acknowledge, let alone say thanks for responding to their offers"
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Suggested improvements to ICG e-group? (4)

• It would be better if people realised the difference between general group interaction and 
private discussions. I'm not really interested in who has the final and most pedantic word on 
any topic. There's a point where a general discussion plunges into gain-saying that could be 
explored elsewhere. I still think that the Aladdin's cave idea should be revisited.

• It would be helpful if members could reply to other individuals, instead of to the whole group.  
I, also, am guilty of making exactly that mistake!

• It's absolutely fine as it is - we occasionally get grumpy emails from people who think it 
should all be about work related issues, but i sense that a lot of people, me included, also 
enjoy the occasional banter that goes on!  Leave well alone...

• It's fine.

• "I've already said this in my previous answers- too much irrelevant chatter and tangential 
stuff

• Info on recommended recruiters should be published in one place

• Just leave it alone

• Just that others should think the best, not the worst, of others when posting.

• "Keep reinforcing the daily digest and not replying with full correspondence attached

• Cut down no of requests for recruiters (don't they have any website of their own?!)

• Less of it maybe!

• Look into whether a better system exists than yahoo groups

• Make it easier for people to reply privately to postings, rather than accidentally putting reply 
out to the whole group.

• Make it easier to respond
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Suggested improvements to ICG e-group? (5)

• Members are generally good in the way they use the egroup, but reminders need to be sent 
out from time to time about little things such as when replying to a message by clicking the 
reply button, delete all inessential messages below it before sending the message (for the 
benefit of the daily digest recipients).

• Moderation should be less aggressive

• More replies directly to message initiator

• More responsible use by members - sending things that are not relevant or should be 
restricted to the person raising the query. Far too many comments like "me too" or "I agree 
totally" !

• No improvements - leave it alone as it is!!!

• No suggestions

• No thoughts re improvement, and have already given my comments about it.

• No time today - like it as it is and never have a problem with long strings of the irrelevant to 
me emails as can easily get rid of them - sometimes it is most amusing and usually 
informative  

• Only by getting rid of the people who complain about "frivolous" comments. I'm all in favour 
of a bit of fun as long as it doesn't overwhelm the main purpose of the group.

• People ask for suggestions for suppliers in certain areas without first checking the 
availability within ICG

• People moaning from time to time! Wait that won't stop, no nothing, it's great.
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Suggested improvements to ICG e-group? (6)

• People not replying to whole of e-group when the answer is obviously directly to the person 
who posted it when there is nothing to be gained for others. Also dislike people using it as 
ad tool saying they also offer the service when should just reply to person who posted it.

• People should be more disciplined and not use it for frivolous exchanges.Might get people to 
use categories in the subject line e.G. Qual recruitment so that others can ignore stuff they 
are not involved in.

• People should not use it for 1-2-1 email messages!

• Periodic reminders to people to keep the heading specific and to be careful to limit mails. 
The quantity is very high now and will be unwieldy if the increase continues

• "Please don't play around with it and leave it exactly as it is - warts and all!

• It works so beautifully, and is perfect by including minor imperfections!"

• Probably to go down the blogging route and for people to join in as they see fit. I suppose 
some form of filter on the types of email traffic one accepts - which may already be possible. 
Needs a lot more thought.

• Regular reminders to members to channel private messages to the specific members only

• Also some people need to work out when to let go of an argument"

• See previous response

• "Some people post personal comments of no interest to others.

• But some replies are not shared - that's a lost opportunity because some might be useful to 
share"

• Some responses could be private rather than public. 
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Suggested improvements to ICG e-group? (7)

• Sometimes an issue is flogged to death and the emails are of no use to anyone when the 
banter gets repetitive.They should be kept to business matters only not who has put a full 
stop in the wrong place 

• Splendid as it is ...... just advise members not to be too po faced in their responses.

• Split social emails into a separate blog on yahoo. This will reduce the daily volume and 
make it more likely that important emails get read.

• Stop dross type questions?

• Stop people whinging about social or non relevant stuff- that's what gives it life

• Stop those people who moan about non-business queries moaning - you ask all sorts of 
questions in an office and I see ICG as a virtual office environment

• "Stop those who complain about light-hearted/humorous posts.  Sometimes people post 
about things that are more about our personal lives or where we need help in areas not to 
do with market research and they get criticised unnecessarily for doing this.

• The e-group acts as a virtual 'water cooler' so these posts should be encouraged rather than 
criticised, in my opinion.

• They are the more human face of working alone!"

• The daily digest is a great advantage - otherwise one tends to get bombarded with emails 
throughout the day.

• The e-group is quite dynamic. I don't think it can improve any further.

• "The long tail of messages is very boring and time consuming to scroll through

• Is is possible just to have the initial message and the latest answer?
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Suggested improvements to ICG e-group? (8)

• A long tail means i sometimes just give up when busy"

• The old chestnut of a digest/searchability (I know this has just been discussed, I haven't had 
time to try going into yahoo to search). I do find yahoo groups generally user-unfriendly

• The option on each email to reply to group or to the individual. Guidelines on how to use the 
e-group or have I missed these?

• The yahoo interface for the archives seems a bit obsolete. 

• Try ways to prevent people starting new discussion by lazily replying to old threads without 
changing the title !

• We all have different opinions. Members should respect others not have a go 

• Why gild the lily?  I really like the organic feel of it. Works perfectly for me

• Wonderful as is!! As good as any soap(which i don't have time to watch such things!)

• Would there be a way of adding a new comment/request while on the site itself rather than 
having to go through the rigmarole of accessing the ICG website, finding your user name 
and password?
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Any other suggestions for the ICG committee?
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Any other suggestions for the ICG committee? (1)

• Again I don't know enough as yet about the organisation

• appreciate so much being able to belong and those who give of their time

• Arranging joint training with other organisations outside of London to get numbers up and 
costs down.

• As a new member it is too early for me to comment.

• Be as responsive as possible and avoid prescription.

• Being more International

• Develop the non UK network in key countries...France, Germany, Italy, Spain...

• Get younger people in, move with the times

• Give the people who do all the work a pat on the back!!

• Go back to printing the Indie!

• had an excellent first year membership, got work, possible future contacts and some 
business socialising, and there have been a few great arguments! (plus astonishing value of 
free advice on IT etc)

• I admire the enthusiasm of those who are active in the organisation

• I am quite happy and really appreciate the time, energy and expertise that committee 
members offer, thank you!

• I am very much on the periphery of conducting market research i.e. translating, 
proofreading.  I don't actually do market research myself.

• I applaud the move to elicit more financial info from members, for I find it very hard to charge 
reasonable daily rates these days, and have a feeling that as a freelancer within the group I 
am somewhat of a poor relation, and that other members manage to charge higher fees to 
research agencies.  I would love to know if this is in fact so!
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Any other suggestions for the ICG committee? (2)

• I can't think of anything.  I would like to thank all the committee members and chairman for 
all their hard work

• I congratulate the Committee and particularly the e-group moderator for excellent work in 
helping provide members with such a professional service at such an economical price.  
What a favourable contrast to the MRS!

• "I just want to say a BIG THANK YOU for everything the ICG does do for us.

• The ICG is an absolutely brilliant organisation and I love it.

• I can't think of anything else it could do."

• I sometimes feel that there is an assumption that everyone is up to speed with technology 
and working with web sites, internet, computers etc.  I found it impossible to correct my entry 
online and have never done anything about it because I felt intimidated.  Is there some way 
that those of us who are less confident with this technology to get advice about this without 
feeling humiliated?

• I still find the ICG a really useful resource even though our profile as a business / research 
based consultancy is very different from most other members. The committee and all 
contributors are doing a really positive job - however the profile of the ICG remains a long 
way behind the other Industry Organisations. I feel this is more of a reflection of the 
aspirations of the membership than of the committee.

• I think considering it is almost entirely run on a voluntary basis the main organisers do a 
fantastic job. It would be unfair to burden the few with even more work.

• I think it's doing a great job and is exceptionally good value for money

• I would like to see more meetings less focussed on market research. The one on making 
business relationships was relevant - in my opinion - to ALL businesses
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Any other suggestions for the ICG committee? (3)

• I would only hope that more people working internationally would join. I have no interest at 
all in finding viewing facilities in Ongar, or recruiters in chipping Sodbury!

• I would welcome the opportunity to attend regional events.  I enjoy going to London, but the 
travel and associated costs are major drawbacks. 

• I'd be very interested in how ICG members feel about the amount of new enquiries they get 
as a result of ICG marketing and promotions.  Is the ICG as an entity doing enough to 
generate new business for its members ?  should the ICG develop its own database of 
potential USERS / BUYERS of independent consultants and email regularly to them ?  i.e.. 
The ICG users newsletter (rather than the ICG members newsletter)

• I'd like to thank the committee, who I think do a very good job.

• I'm very happy!

• It's fine.

• Just keep plugging away at getting a higher profile for itself, and thus for independents 
themselves.

• Just making sure e-group is used to its best advantage and not abused or misused.

• Make sure that ICG is for real research consultants and not for research freelancers

• Make the e-group more business like

• Meetings west of London

• More advice on tricky stuff such as data protection etc

• More emphasis on working together to tackle larger projects

• More local groups

• More publicity, PR

• No, I think the ICG is a great organisation and I am grateful to be part of it. 
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Any other suggestions for the ICG committee? (4)

• NO - one of the few professional bodies I belong to that I don't mind paying for!

• No - the committee is doing an excellent job already.  I am very grateful for the time they put 
in

• No - you're doing a fine job - thank you 

• No just thanks to those who put in so much work to make it happen!

• No specific ideas - sorry!

• No, it is doing a good job

• No,think it's fab.  Well done everyone who does all the hard work.

• Not really. I think the membership fee is very good value for money.

• Nothing - i think you're all great and do a fantastic job! Well done.

• Nothing has occurred to me so far

• Nothing I can think of at present

• Nothing in particular

• Remind less active members that they are welcome regardless - not get tooooo big, but 
ensure can pay a secretariat to ensure sustainability

• Start to spread the message further amongst the more niche specialist client groups (see 
earlier). Consider reverting to the old style Indie?

• Suggestion for egroup = that each person asking a question concludes the thread by posting 
a summary of all responses (on and off the record) and that the summaries are all held in 
one place on website

• Thanks to those that give up their time for the good of the ICG and its members.  Keep up 
the good work
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Any other suggestions for the ICG committee? (5)

• The committee does an excellent job. Guy is great in overseeing the e-group and the team 
that has put together the profile section have done a very good job.

• Think it does a very good job overall.

• Thinking of the data protection act, the reason i am not registered is that last time i looked i 
was unsure what to do - what about a seminar or even online discussion/tutorial on how to 
register, from someone who has done it?

• Too new as a member

• Try to negotiate a discounted membership at ESOMAR

• Would like a home counties group 

• You do need to do a lot more for members outside of London and for those who are time-
pressured

• You may have this already, but how about a 'leisure'  small ads service so that any of us 
who have holiday homes to offer could place an ad ...Also since I am based in France with a 
teenage child I'm often asked if I can find English children who would be interested in 
exchange visits with French families (for e.g.)

• Young member get together - promotion of the group among young freelancers.
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Profile (1)
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Profile (2)
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Profile (3)
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Profile (2)
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Whether work with other ICG members
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Hours worked?
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Types of market research conducted at all? (1)
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International market research?

Base size: 123

Carried out qualitative research, with locals doing the moderating 36%

Provided project management 32%

Carried out qualitative research, doing moderating myself 31%

Provided other part project services (interviewing, moderating, report writing) 31%

Carried out desk research 21%

Designed/advised on research programmes as a whole 21%

Provided consultancy on other specific aspects of research 17%

Carried out quantitative research, through UK agency 14%

Carried out quantitative research, through local agency 14%

Summarised previous research 14%

Carried out quantitative research, myself 10%

Designed ad hoc projects but don't personally carry them out 10%

Provided modelling/ statistical services 8%

Provided field services 6%

Provided data processing services 6%

Other (please specify) 6%

Interim management 5%

Lectured/ taught 4%

Provided training services 2%

56% of ICG members have participated in international research, 
and of these……(In 2006 it was 50% and 2005 46%)
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International market research - coverage?

Base size: 123
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Who do we work for / with? 

Base size: 220
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And are they research professionals? 

Base size: 220
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ICG membership (3)
“Worth” of belonging to the ICG?
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Rating of events in the past year?
(Mean Scores where extremely poor = 1, Excellent = 10)

Mean score rating

Lunch time talk by Martin Lee from Acacia Avenue on creativityand connecting to 

business (Feb-07) 7.4

Half-day training on NLP with Tina Berry (May-07) 7.6

Summer party with Networking theme (Jun-07) 7.0

Evening Talk by Sheila Keagan on qualitative research (Sep-07) 8.3

Lunch time Talk by Jacqueline Rogers on Strategic AlliancePartnerships (Nov-07) 4.9

Christmas party (Dec-07) 8.4

Lunch time Talk by John Kearon from BrainJuicer on innovationand creativity in 

research (Feb-08) 8.4

Speed networking scored 6.2 in 2005 and 4.8 in 2006
London events rated 7.4 in 2006 and out of London event 6.80
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Whether attended Insight 2007 which was held at 
Earls Court in November 2007?
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Other

• 91% are interested in participating in a charges survey

– Recommendation is therefore that it is sent to all members 
(regardless of whether they completed this current survey)

• Three quarters of ICG members are also a member of the MRS, 
however only 9% are members of the Company Partners 
scheme

– MRS membership is down from 2006 (81%), as is membership of 
the Company Partner Scheme (11%)

• Almost two thirds (62%) of members have their own web site

– An increasing number over time (2006 52% and 2005 47%)

• A third (34%) are registered with Data Protection (This has been 
gradually increasing over time – 2006 28%, 2005 29%, 2003 
27%, 2001 25%)
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Insurances held
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Number of issues of the Indie read in past 12 
months

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

All 4

3

2

1

None

Base size: 216

Average = 2 issues

Overall opinion from 1 (extremely poor) to 10 (excellent) = 6.6
(In 2006 the rating was 7.5 and in 2005 7.3)

Reasons for not reading (raw numbers)
Too busy (23); Not really interested in content (3); Don't want to read 

such things online (7); Some other reason (16); Don't know (3)
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Whether belong to the ICG e-Group?
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